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Abstract 

The present study attempted to assess how an optimistic outlook would moderate 

the effects of perceived risk on relationship cognition, in particular, to determine how such 

an outlook would alter the manner in which individuals chose to use contextual information 

concerning a relational transgression when exposed to risk. Participants read an ambiguous 

account and were presented with contextual that expanded on the account. Next, 

participants read a narrative that focused on the inherently risky nature of romantic 

relationships, or a mundane control mmtive. Finally, participants evaluated both the 

ambiguous account and the context. Unfortuuately, the obtained results did not confom to 

my expectations. I believe, however, that the results challenge several of the basic 

assumptions that guided the development of my hypotheses. 
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Evaluating ambiguous relational accounts: 

Exploring how optimism moderates perceptions of risk and use of context 

Relationships play an essential role throughout the course of our lives. Most 

individuals seek to develop and maintain relationships from a very early age. The vast 

majority of individuals will, at some point in their lives, be involved in a specific type of 

relationship: a romantic ref ationship. 

Romantic relationships are capable of fostering intense feelings of joy and 

contentment. Our culture has been, and continues to be, captivated by tales of women and 

men seeking their proverbial "true love" or "soul mate." Our interest in these relationships 

is evident when listening to the radio (e.g., Love Me Tender), when watching movies (e.g., 

Braveheart) or television programs (e.g., Sex in the City). Even children are exposed these 

relationships from a very early age (i.e., the popular tale of Cinderella and her prince). 

Although many of these tales of romance tend to focus on the positive sensations and 

emotions people feel when they engage in these relationships, it is important to be 

cognisant of the fact that romantic relationships are also capable of inducing extreme 

disappointment and pain. 

When two individuals enter into a romantic relationship, they become vulnerable. 

A romantic relationship requires a certain degree of trust between two individuals and 

while in such a relationship, there is always an element of risk that this trust may be 

violated. Fears of deceit and disloyalty, for example, represent a few of the hazards 

individuals engaged in romantic relationships may face (see Boon and Pasveer, 1999). 

These and other elements of risk inherent to romantic relationships may oolour the manner 

in which partners think and interact within the context of the relationship. For examp1eY if a 

man is suspicious that his partner may be cheating on him, he may begin to withdraw 



emotionally and physically fiom the relationship to protect himself fiom hurt and 

disappointment. 

It is important to note that although individuaIs are undoubtedly &ected by those 

risks that are directly threatening to their mmantic relationships, these direct risks may not 

necessarily be the most prevalent risk encountered on a daily basis. Instead, during the 

course of each day, individuals are exposed to images of risk while watching films, reading 

magazines, and Listening to music. We are bombarded with images of television chamctm 

who cheat on their spouses, newscasters who report current rates of divorce, musicians who 

sing their tales of love gone wrong, and stories from friends and family members of 

infidelity. Although these examples of risk do not threaten one's own romantic relationship 

directly, they may induce thoughts and feelings of risk that have important consequences 

concerning the manner in which individuals perceive and intapnt the actions of their 

partner and the partners of those they care about. 

hYi?= 

The purpose of this study was to assess how an optimistic outlook may moderate 

the effects of perceived risk on relationship cognition, in particular, to determine how such 

an outlook may alter the manner in which individuals choose to use contextual information 

concerning a relational transgression when exposed to risk. This study attempted to build 

on previous research that examined how risk affects evaluations of relational transgressions 

(e.g., Boon, 1992; Nairn, 2000). Importantly, however, it also attempted to identify how 

dispositional variables, such as optimism, might influence the manner in which individuals 

engage in these evaluations. Would those individuals who possess a more optimistic 

outlook be willing to give the benefit of the doubt when asked to evaluate the ambiguous 

actions of a dating partner as compared to individuals with a less optimistic outlook? 



Would highly optimistic individuals (i.e., those who believe that, in general, more good 

things will happen in their lives than bad) respond to subtle risks or to the additional 

contextual information in a manner that differs from those individuals who were low in 

- tenns ofoptimism? 

To investigate how optimism and risk might work together or interact to influence 

judgements and perceptions of romantic relationships, participants were asked to complete 

several measures of optimism during the first session of a two-session experiment- On the 

second visit, participants read an ambiguous acwunt (i-e., an acwunt that was designed to 

make the reader uncezhh as to whether or not the principle character's boyfriend cheated 

on her). Following this account, participants were presented with contextual Wormation 

that expanded on the ambiguous account. Next, participants were presented with one of 

two narratives: either a narrative specifically designed to highlight the inherently risky 

nature of romantic relationships or a mundane control narrative. Finally, participants were 

asked to evaluate both the ambiguous account (e.g., make judgements concerning the 

intentions of the character portrayed in the account) and the usefiess and informational 

value of the context statements (e.g., indicate how usefbl the additional iaformation was in 

helping them form opinions conceming the character and his actions in the ambiguous 

account). 

Previous Research 

Earlier research within the realm of romantic relationships has mainly focussed on 

direct threats to an individual's own romantic relationship (e.g., Holmes, 1991; Murray & 

Holmes, 1993). In such research for example, participants would be asked to engage in 

exercises designed to make threats present in their own romantic relationships salient. 

When presented in this way with obvious threats to their relationships, individuals tend to 



respond in a reassurance-seeking mannery that is, individuals try to bolster positive 

convictions about their relationship and lessen the impact of the threatening information. 

These direct and personal threats are not the focus of the current research. Instead, I will 

examine the effects of more indirect and subtle threats of this kind that we counter on a 

daily basis. Throughout this document, the term ''risk'' will nfer to these subtle threats. 

Model of Cautious Processing 

The experimental design for the present study and the hypotheses it was intend to 

address are derived h m  Boon and Holmes' (1999) model of cautious processing. This 

model describes a process by which certain kinds of perceived risk may elicit a cautious 

mode of response rather than the more "defensive" r-ce-seeking mode of response 

identified in previous research. 

Previous research (e-g., Holmes, 199 1 ; Murray 8t Holmes, 1993) suggests th* 

when presented with obvious threats to their relationships (e.g., your fiiend telling you that 

she believes she saw your partner at a restaurant with another woman), individuals typically 

respond in a reassurance-seeking manner. Recent studies, however, have demonstrated that 

individuals exposed to an indirect threat (e.g., hearing about your best fiend's impending 

divorce) may engage in a more cautious type of infomation processing. For example, in 

Boon and Holmes' (1999) research, individuals who read a narrative designed to highlight 

the inherently risky nature of romantic relationships (a narrative depicting an doreseen 

break-up in an otherwise happy ind healthy relationship) adopted a more sceptical or 

cautious paspective in a later task requiring them to evaluate relationship transgressions 

and their peqetrators. Participants were also coasidaably less likely to grant the benefit of 

the doubt to the perpeeator in their assessments when the rislcy nature of relationships had 

been primed. 



Boon and Holmes (1999) argue that, when individuals im presented with subtle, 

indirect types of risk (e.g., a amative that highlights the risky nature of romantic 

relationships in general as opposed to information that points to threats to one's own 

relationship), vulnerabilities in an individual's own relationship may not become salient 

because the risk does not target their own relationship. However, this exposure will 

nevertheless prime those aspects of an individual's general relationship schema that are 

related to risk. ' In other words, although exposure to subtle, indirect risks may not lead 

individuals to think of risk in terms of their own relationships, I predict it will st i l l  prime 

thoughts and feelings associated with the risks present in relationships in general. 

Once those aspects of people's general relationship schemas pertaining to risk have 

been primed, Boon and Holmes (1999) suggest that individuals will respond to the 

heightened accessibility of thoughts and feelings about the risky nature of relationships by 

adopting a more pessimistic or cautious manner of information processing. For example, in 

the present study, once risk has been primed, a more cautious mode of processing may 

cause individuals in the risk condition to be less forgiving and more harsh and condemning 

when evaluating the actions of the antagonist as compared to individuals who read the 

control narrative. This pessimistic shift in processing may also incline individuals to 

demand more clear, diagnostic information before deciding whether or not to forgive 

questionable actions, that is, it may cause individuals to raise the idonnational or 

evidential criteria that must be met before a conclusion is drawn. In sum, the theoretical 

It is important to note that exposure to both indirect and direct risks can activate these 
aspects of people's general relational schanas, but due to the fact that individuals do not 
necessdy recognize the implications of indirect risk, Boon and Holmes argue they do not 
necessarily construct counter-evidence in the form of reassurance seeking cognitions. In 
essence, Boon and H o b  contend that people are 'blind sided' by subtle, indirect risks - 



underpinnings of Boon and Holmes' assertions that perceived risk (i-e., subtle, indirect 

risks) elicits fesrs of making a wrong decision come from what is known as Kruglanski's 

fear of invalidity (1 990). 

Prior to exploring Kruglanski's (1990) propositions, it is important to note that the 

tendency to adopt a cautious approach to information processing may also be explained by 

the perspective of a dual-process model of idormation processing. For example, when 

presented with a message, individuals are able to process this information using either a 

systematic (i.e., actively attempting to comprehend the message's arguments) or a heuristic 

(i-e., recipients rely on cues such as the source's identity as opposed to processing the 

arguments presented) information processing strategy (Chaiken, 1980). Similarly to the 

propositions advanced by the model of cautious processing, I predicted that exposure to 

risk would prime thoughts and feelings associated with the risks present in relationships in 

general. Once those thoughts and feelings were primed, individuals would respond to the 

heightened accessibility of thoughts and feelings about the risky nature of relationships by 

adopting a more systematic idonnation processing strategy as opposed to a heuristic 

approach. Specifically, I predicted that the risk narrative would shift participants who were 

exposed to risk from a heuristic processing mode into a systematic style of processing. 

The Fear of Beine Wrong 

In situations where the penalties for making an erroneous decision are quite costly, 

individuals have been found to apaience f m  about making a wrong decision, or what 

KNglanski (1990) calls 'Tear of invalidity." For example, if your best fiend were to 

confide to you that she suspected h a  boyfriend was cheating on her, you may be quite 

that they 'do not see them coming' - and as a result, that the effects of perceptions of such 
risks are insidious. 



hesitant to suggest to her that she accept his excuses. Instead, you may counsel your fiend 

not to accept his explanations immediately to safeguard against the possibility that she 

might be wrong in her final judgement (i.e., you would not want to advise your fiend to 

trust her bofiend if he was in fact cheating on her since this could potentially make her 

vulnerable should he continue his unfaithful behaviours). 

According to Kruglanski (1989), when individuals experience apprehensions about 

making an erroneous decision, they may be more likely to avoid cognitive closure and 

instead, opt to gather as much pertinent information as possible before making a final 

judgement or drawing a final conclusion. By gathering M e r  information, individuals try 

to maximize the chances of making an accurate decision based on the information that is 

available. For example, you might suggest to your mend that she not accept the 

explanations of her partner immediately. Instead, you may encourage h a  to c o h n t  her 

bowend about her suspicions as a means of aquirhg more information about the incident 

in question. By seeking M e r  information cunceming h a  partner's suspicious behaviour, 

she decreases the odds of making an erroneous decision (egg., trusting her partner when he 

does not desave her trust) and placing herself at risk of M e r  ham. 

If the consequences attached to making an inferential error are negative (egg., as in 

the case of deciding trusting a partner who has actually been ULlfaithfbl), individuals may be 

inclined to focus their search for clarifying infomation in a specific direction. That is, 

some conclusions may be less desirable than others. Accordingly, individuals may be 

particularly concaned with avoiding certain conclusions or drawing certain kinds of wrong 

coaclusions. 

For instance, in the previous example, your fiend may wish to believe that her 

partner has not been UnfaiW. To the extent that she is concerned with making an 



-accurate inference on the issue however, it is likely that she will be especially vigilant for 

signs that he is cheating becaw she may view the costs associated with wrongly 

concluding he has been fhithfbl, when he has not, to be greater than the costs associated 

with wrongly concluding he has not been faithfhl, if he has been. Although there are 

obvious costs associated with making both types of errors (i-e., trusting him when he has 

indeed cheated or not trusting him when he hasn't cheated), I believe that the wsts 

associated with deciding to trust when he has in fact cheated are more negative than the 

costs associated with fhiling to trust when he did not cheat because even thought the 

evidence may allude to innocence, there is still a possiiility that he is guilty. As a result, by 

seeking more clear and diagnostic idomation about the offending partner's actions prior to 

making a judgement, as opposed to simply accepting information that would permit h a  to 

draw more charitable and trusting conclusions, the individual tries to avoid M e r  hurt and 

disappointment. 

This example of adopting a more stringent criterion is analogous to the avoidance of 

certain emm in Psychology. Psychological researchers have long been concerned with 

avoiding Type I errors. In psychological research, researchers prefer to err on the side of 

failing to find an effet that truly exists rather than to err on the side of finding an effect 

that may be due to chance (Type I error). In order to avoid making a Type I m r ,  

researchers tend to adopt a more stringent statistical criterion when making decisions 

concerning the significance of an e f f i  

In the present study, I expected participants to be more concerned with testing the 

hypothesis of guilt rather than the hypothesis of innocence. Specifically, I anticipated that 

highlighting the risky nature of romantic relationships would motivate individuals to avoid 

extending the benefit of the doubt when asked to evaluate the behaviour of the character 



portrayed in an ambiguous account (i.e., it would induce feer of invalidity because 

perceived risk would make salient the costs associated with these errors by focussing 

people on the risks inherent to relational involvement). Accordingly, by making the 

inherent risk of romantic relationships salient, I expected that risk participants would be 

motivated to avoid drawing positive conclusions concaning the character, (i.e., motives, 

behaviours, and personality) portrayed in the ambiguous account and thus to exercise 

caution (i-e., adopt more stringent evaluative criteria in deciding how and whether to use 

available information in drawing conclusi011~) when making judgements or drawing 

conclusions concerning the transgressor's actions as compared to control participants. 

On the Immrtance of Contextual Information 

When we are presented with a story or an account, it is seldom that we simply 

receive the infonnation without any elaboration. Instead, when people talk about their 

expaiences, they tend to give additional infonnation that helps shape and mould the 

account. In the present study, I will refer to this additional, elaborative information as 

"context-" 

Weina (1 995) contends that context may play an essential role in determining an 

observer or listener's interprtation. Consider the example he gives of two students who are 

doing very poorly in school. If their teacher realizes that one student is trying his best to 

succeed (studying diligently and asking for additional help) while the sccond studmt is not 

putting any dfort into his work (arriving late and not completing his homework), she is 

likely to draw very different conclusions about the two students. She may become angry 

with the student who does not put any effort into his work and fed sympathy for the boy 

who tries his best but never succeeds. Although both students exhibit the same behaviour 

(i.e., performing poorly in school), the teacher draws two very different inferences about 



than based upon the additional context Given that the children were &'biting the same 

behaviour, why would the teacher draw different inferences about behaviour?. 

Interestingly, the link between observing behaviours and drawing inferences may 

not be a simple one. In some instances, perceivers draw initial inferences but then modify 

or correct these inferences based on additional contextual information. Gilbert, K d  & 

Malone (1 990) tested Spinoza's supposition that all information is "accepted" during 

comprehension and that false information is then "unaccepted" at a later time. In a series of 

studies, Gilbert et al. found that participants initially represented both true and false 

information as tme. It was only with M e r  appraisal and rational analysis that individuals 

revised a previously accepted idea if it was in m r .  

A similar process of acceptance prior to rational analysis can also be applied to the 

manner in which traits are inferred from behaviom. As descri'bed by Gilbert and Osbome 

(1989), social inference consists of an initial stage whereby the perceiver draws character 

inferences fiom behaviour ( c h a r a c t ~ t i o n  stage) and a later stage in which he or she 

corrects these inferences based on information about the context in which the behaviour 

took place (correction stage). For example, if we were to see an individual sitting on the 

sidewalk crying and talking to him or herself, we might initially assume that he or she is 

intoxicated or mentally ill (characterization of person). Should we then notice a crumpled 

bicycle propped on a fire hydrant near the person (context), we may then correct our initial 

interpretation and decide that the pason has been hit by a passing car and is in need of 

medical help. 

I expect that the correction stage may play an important role in the process by which 

perceived risk leads to more cautious processing. In particular, recall Boon and Holmes' 

(1999) contention that perceived risk induces fear of invalidity that, in turn, causes people 



to adopt more stringent evaluative criteria in asesshg the infonnatonal or evidential value 

of the information at hand. I believe, these more stringent criteria may affect the correction 

process and thus whether or not available context is used in the inference process (i-e., the 

perceived relevance, clarity, and informativeness of available contextual information may 

influence how heavily it is weighted in the inference process and perceived risk may lead 

people to apply more stringent criteria in determining perceived relevance, clarity, and 

informativeness). 

Gilbert and Osbome suggest that the characterization process generally takes less 

conscious attention than does conection and, moreover, that correction does not always 

take place when warranted. Are individuals more likely to correct their original perceptions 

when presented with certain types of 00ntextuaI information and does perceived risk Bkct 

people's use of diffamt types of context? 

Moral Attriiutes and Correction 

Previous research suggests that certain types of contextual information do indeed 

make individuals more likely to correct their initial perceptions (Kanouse & Hanson, 1972; 

R d e r  & Brewer, 1979; Skowronski & Carlston, 1989). For example, researchers have 

demonstrated that individuals tend to give precedence to negative information as opposed 

to positive information when asked to form moral judgements (Kanouse & Hanson, 1972; 

Skowfonski & Carlston, 1989). This tendency, the negativity bias, is thought to occur since 

individuals tend to view negativi information as more diagwstic and informationally 

valuable than positive idoxmation in forming decisions about morality. 

When making inferences about an individual's disposition, Reeder and Brewex 

(1979) argue that we typically begin by observing their behaviour. Depending on the 

salient properties of the behaviour, attributes that characterize the behaviour are selezted 



and the person is descriied as falling dong a continuum of the behaviour (Reeder gt 

Brewer, 1979). For example, if a perceiver were to witness an individual trip and fall at a 

party, the perceiver may infer that the person is very clumsy (the perceiver decided that 

along the continuum of "clumsiness," the individual fits the criteria of being ''very 

clumsf '). 

In the case of attributes that relate to moraIity (e.g., honesty and dishonesty), Reeder 

and Brewer (1979) propose that inferences are formed along a continuum of morality and 

an individual's position on this continuum is determined by the most extreme behaviour that 

he or she displays. For example, if an individual is ranked as "very dishonest" on a morally 

based continuum, he or she is not c o d e d  to acting dishonestly. Should the 'tray 

dishonest" pason display an act of honesty, this one act would not typically lead obsewers 

to correct their dispositional view that he or she is dishonest. If, on the other hand, an 

individual is deemed "very honest," a single dishonest act may be sufficient for an observer 

to alter her perception. In otha words, individuals who are deemed "very honest" must 

conform to restricted types of behaviour (i.e., they must always exhibit honest bebaviou~s) 

in order to maintain their '%q honest" standing on the continuum. If a "very honest" 

individual deviates h m  the expected honest behaviour, them is a strong likelihood that the 

observer will revise their initial judgements. 

Why do individuats tend to make judgements concerning moral attributes based on 

extreme behaviours? Reeder and Brewer (1979) argue that when individuals make 

judgements about moral characteristics (i.e., honesty) these moral or positive acts are 

regarded as less indicative or diagnostic of character then are immoral or negative acts (i-e., 

dishonesty). In the context of the present study, the extenuating contextual statements 

participants will receive Wsitive information that attests to honest and good motives of the 



-tor) may therefore be seen as less use11 and less diagnostic of the perpetrator's true 

character than aggravating statements (negative information that M e r  taints the 

individual's moral character). 

The present study sought to extend the work of Reeda and Brewer (1979) and 

others to include judgements that were not morality based. For example, half of the 

participants within this study were primed for risk. I anticipated that priming individuals in 

tenns of risk would elicit fears of invalidity, therefore making participants more likely to 

seek diagnostic and clarifying information of the transgressor's motives before drawing a 

conclusion. However, since the consequences of extending the benefit of the doubt to the 

transgressor (e.g., granting forgiveness; reporting less desired caution in drawing inferences 

about the transgressor's behaviour), if he in fact does not deserve the benefit of the doubt 

ay be quite negative, I expected that exposure to risk would d a n c e  participants' natural 

tendency to overweight aggravating (or negative) information relative to extenuating 

information. Having primed individuals' thoughts and feelings associated with risk, I 

anticipated risk participants would be leery to base their decisions to extend the benefit of 

the doubt on positive or extenuating idonnation. Accordingly, I predicted that participants 

who were given extenuating contextual information and were primed for risk, would 

evaluate positive characteristics as less diagnostic than participants who read the 

aggravating information. 

I also expected that, in addition to context, there could be important individual 

difference variables that affect people's evaluations and judgements when exposed to the 

risk inherent in romantic relationships. Specifically7 I wondered if levels of optimism 

would moderate the expexted influence of risk and context on participants' evaluations of 

an ambiguous account. 



Or,timism 

Some individuals appear to go through the trials and tniulations of life wearing the 

proverbial "rose-coloured glasses,'' whereas others tend to view life events &om a much 

darker perspective. Individuals who hold the belief that they will generally be more likely 

to experience positive events than negative outcomes are often termed CCoptimists'' (Scheia 

& Canm, 1985). These individuals expect that, in general, a greater number of good things 

will happen in their lives than bad things. 

A wealth of research has been conducted on the manner in which optimists wpe 

with negative life events (e.g., Aspinwall & Brunhart, 1996; Aspinwall & Taylor, 1992; 

Taylor a al., 1992). A large proportion of this literature focuses on health related issues 

such as breast cancer and AIDS, and behaviours such as sunbathing and smoking. 

The ptesent study did not address health related issues, but it did deal with negative events 

that often have very costly consequences. 

Romantic relationships are capable of fostering great joy and contentment. But, 

these relationships are equally capable of causing distress, unhappiness, and misay to those 

involved. Because levels of optimism have been shown to f l i t  how individuals cope with 

negative health related events, do levels of optimism affect the manner in which individuals 

cope with negative events related to romantic relationships? Although the literature on 

optimism has not addressed this question specifically, research on optimism has identified 

two distinct trends in the manner by which optimistic individuals respond to situations 

negative events. 

Past research on optimism and the manner in which optimists typically deal with 

negative information appears to support the notion that higbly optimistic people tend to 

engage in processes designed to avoid negative idonnation (e-g., Norem & Cantor, 1986; 



-Norem & Illingworth, 1993; Taylor & Brown, 1988). As desai'bed by Norem and 

Illingworth (1 993) high optimists employ mechanisms such as ignoring, discounting, 

repressing, or actively distorting negative information in order to avoid it. For example, if 

a highly optimistic individual is exposed to a situation conoeming risk, he or she may 

choose to avoid challenging his or her optimistic beliefs by thinking of other things or by 

engaging in behaviors that minimize attention to the risky situation. While these 

behaviours may protect high optimists h m  negative information, are these 4%uffering" 

strategies truly adaptive or do these strategies place high optimists at a higher risk of 

experiencing negative outcomes? 

In contrast to employing buffering strategies when exposed to negative information, 

more recent research suggests that some optimists react by actively focussing on the 

negative information and engage in behaviours desigued to minimize the h e c e  of a 

negative outcome (e.g., Aspinwall & BNnhart, 1996; Aspinwall & Taylor, 1992; Carver et 

al., 1993). For example, Aspinwall and Bnmhart (1996) found that optimistic beliefs about 

one's health predicted greater attention to health risk idonnation than to neutral or health 

benefit information. Based on the fact that optimistic individuals may respond to health 

related risk with two distinct approaches, how might optimistic individuals react to risk 

associated with romantic relationships? Would high optimists exposed to risk ignore or 

discount the fact that romantic relationships are inherently risky or would higbly optimistif 

individuals be especially likely to use the idonnation provided in the risk mmtive and be 

cautious in drawing conclusions? 

Drawing on the literature concaning optimism and health issues, I expected that 

participants might respond to the risk narrative used in this study in one of two ways. On 

one hand, highly optimistic individuals might be -ally sensitive to the risky 



information presented in the risk narrative (active coping strategy in response to risky 

information) as compared to those individuals who were low in terms of optimism. For 

example, individuals who are high in terms of optimism and who reaci the risk narrative 

might be especially likely to report suspicions of infidelity when asked to evaluate the 

ambiguous account as compared to high optimists in the control p u p .  On the other hand, 

optimism might attenuate the effects of priming since optimistic individuals were likely to 

have less risk related information in their general relationship schernas, or perhaps because 

their threshold for perceiving risk would have beem higher than for low optimists. Should 

this trend have occurred, I expected that individuals who were highly optimistic would 

have reported similar suspicions of infidelity when asked to evaluate the events portrayed 

in the ambiguous account and the additional contextual information as compared to high 

optimists in the control group. 

Covariates 

Over and above optimism, there were several individual diffaena variables that I 

thought might affect people's responses to risk and uses of contextual information. I asked 

participants to complete a measure of self-esteem, a measure of self-deception, and a 

measllre of repression-sensitization that I intended to include as covariates. To assess 

general levels of self-esteem, participants were asked to complete The Self-Esteem Scale 

(Rosenberg, 1965). In addition, to assess participants' general tendency to use self- 

deception, individuals completed the Balanced Inventory of Desirable Responding 

(Pauhus, 1988). Although I included a Repression-Sensitization Scale, the data for this 

scale were not analyzed? 

' I was unsuccessfd in locating who developed the scale, how it is scored, or what scores 
signify. As a result, the data for this scale will not be reported or interpreted. 



Overview of the Study 

The study was a 2 Risk (risk narrative vs. control narrative) x 2 Context 

(aggravating statements vs. extenuating statements) between subjects design with 

optimism, a third factor, measured as a continuous variable. During the first testing 

session, participants were given a battery of measures designed to assess levels of 

optimism, self-esteem, socially desirable responding, and repression-sensitization. The 

latter three variables were included for use as possible covariates. Participant returned for 

the second phase of the study, on average, four days after the initial session. All 

participants read an ambiguous account detailing an event in a stranger's relationship. 

Participants then read one of two types of context statements. Half of the participants 

received five aggravating contextual statements, designed to finther incriminate the 

character portrayed in the account; the second half of the participants received five 

extenuating statements, designed to clear the character portrayed in the account of 

wrongdoing. Once participants finished reading these statements, half of the participants 

read a risk narrative that detailed a paidid break up; the remaining participants read a 

control narrative (a mundane account of a first date). 

Dependent Variables and Hmtheses 

Following the manipulation narrative, participants completed evaluations of both 

the account itself and the context they were given. First, participants completed items that 

assessed their overall impression of the events described in the ambiguous account, the 

character portrayed in the account, and his motives, behaviom, and personality. 

Specifically, these items pemitted me to assess the differences in people's q n s e s  

depending on whether they had read the risk or contro1 narrative. In addition, these items 

also hctioned as an indirect test of the context statements (i.e., Would people's responses 



vary as a function of the context they received?). Participants responded to it- that 

assessed their impression of the account, perceived blameworthiness of the offending 

partner (e.g., Rob), perceived damage to the relationship, likelihood that the offending 

partner cheated, and their impression of Rob. 

Second, participants were asked to complete a series of items that assessed their 

overall evaluations of the context statements. These items primarily hctioned as a test of 

the additional context participants received but also hctioned as an assessment of the risk 

narrative. For example, participants completed items that assessed their perceptions of the 

informational value of the context, perceived ability of the context to justify Rob's 

behaviour, perceived need for more information, reported desire for caution in evaluating 

the context statements, perceptions of the type of information they would like to receive 

regarding the account, amount of positive and negative information they would like to 

receive, and perceived usefiess of the context statements they received. 

Evaluation of the Ambiguous Account 

Main effect of risk. I predicted that participants who read the risk namtive would 

be primed for the inherent risky nature of romantic relationships and therefore, be more 

likely to adopt a cautious approach to information processing, as compared to those who 

read a control narrative which would result in more negative and less charitable 

evaluations. For example, 1 expected that participants who read the narrative that 

highlighted the risky nature of romantic  lat ti on ships would rate the ambiguous account, 

the charaaer depicted in the account, and his motives, behaviows, and personality 

significantly more negative than those individuals who read the mundane account of a 

couple's first date. 



Main effect of context I also expected that individuals who received extenuating 

contextual statements would be more charittable than those in the aggravating condition 

when evaluating the character portrayed in the ambiguous account and his behaviours. For 

example, I expected individuals who received aggravating statements to rate the ambiguous 

account and the antagonist as considerably more negative and responsible for the incident 

than individuals who received extenuating contextual statements. This prediction can be 

explained by the valence of the information they rezeived and it's implications for 

inteqreting the ambiguous account. 

Risk x context interaction My predictions concerning the main effect of context 

can be justified solely on the diffmce in valence between the two types of information. 

However, Reeder and Brewer's (1979) research suggests that there are other reasons to 

have expected diffetences between aggravating and extenuating context, and, moreover, to 

have expected that exposure to risk would have a differential impact on participants who 

receive the two types of context. Specifically, I anticipated that exposure to risk would 

heighten the tendency of participants to attend to aggravating contextual information and 

elicit fears of invalidity which would then diminish participants' attention to extenuating 

information. Namely, I predicted that those individuals who received the risk narrative and 

who read the aggravating contextual statements would be significantly less charitable in 

their evaluations of the ambiguous account and the character portrayed in the account than 

those participants who read the risk narrative and received extenuating contextual 

statements. In other words, I anticipated that participants' natural tendency to overweight 

aggravating (or negative) informaton dative to extenuating information would be 

enhanced for those individuals who were primed for risk than for those participants who 



read the control narrative (see Figure 1). In contrast, for those people in the control 

condition, I simply expected the predicted main effect of context 

Fimue 1. Predicted risk by context interaction. 

= Agg 
0 Ext 

Control 

Manipulation 

Risk x context x o~timism interaction. Finally, I predicted that optimism would 

moderate the intezaction between risk and context in one of two ways. Based on the 

research of Norem and bgworth (1 993), I expected participants who had a highly 

optimistic outlook to be buffered h m  the effects of the risk manipulation. Specifically, 

those people who were very optimistic in terms of their perceptions of romantic 

relationships may be relatively unmoved by the risk narrative and thus differ little in their 

responses from individuals who received the control narrative. Low optimists, conversely, 

may be especially sensitive to the risk narrative (since they may already tend to believe that 

negative things are prone to occur) and thus show a markedly diflc-t pattern of response 

compared to low optimists in the control condition. 



Accordingly, if a '%Ufferinf effect for optimism was found, I e-ed to find the 

predicted risk x context interaction (described previously) for individuals who were low in 

optimism. That is, I expected that participants' natural overweighting of aggravating 

information relative to the extenuating information would be enhanced for those individuals 

who were primed for risk as compared to those who read the control narrative. Convasely, 

I expected that I would not find the predicted risk x context interaction for individuals high 

in optimism since optimism would eliminate the effect of risk (leaving only the main effect 

of context). See Figure 2 and Figure 3. 

Firmre 2. Negative impression of account for low optimists using a b u f f d g  strategy. 
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Firmre 3. Negative impression of account for high optimists using a buffering strategy. 
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Alternatively, drawing on the research of Aspinwall and Bnmhart (1 996), 1 

expected that individuals who have a very optimistic perception of romantic relationships 

may be especially likely to attend to the information provided in the risk narrative. In this 

case - that is, if optimism produced an active coping response - my predictions were less 

certain about the nature of the risk x context x optimism interaction. I speculated that the 

predicted risk x context interaction may be present for those individuals who were low in 

optimism (i.e., exposure to risk might again enhance the natural overweighting of 

aggravating information versus extenuating information for risk participants in comparison 

to those who read the control narrative). See Figure 4. 



m e  4. Negative impression of account for low optimists using an active coping strategy. 
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I was less clear what may happen for highly optimistic individuals. On one hand, 

the predicted Risk x Context interaction may be exaggerated for high optimists (see Figure 

5). Highly optimistic participants who were exposed to risk and who received aggravating 

statements may have significantly overweighed the aggravating information as compared to 

those who read the control narrative (i.e., they would actively focus on the risk and the 

negative infoxmation and exercise a disproportionate amount of caution as compared to 

those who had not been primed for risk). On the other hand, high optimists may have been 

equally interested in the aggravating and extenuating contextual statements, eliminating the 

effect of context (leaving only the main effect of risk). See Figure 6. 



Fiaure 5. Negative impression of account for high optimists using an active coping strategy 
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F i w e  6. Negative impression of account for high optimists using an active coping strategy 

(main effect of risk only). 
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Evaluation of Context 



Main effect of context Based on Reeder and Brewds research (1979), I 

hypothesized that participants who received the extenuating contextual statements would 

view the statements as less diagnostic and informative than those who received the 

aggravating statements. Accordingly, I predicted that when participants were asked to 

complete items assessing the utility of the contextual statements, those individuals who 

read the excusing statements (extenuating condition) would view the statements as less 

useful than those individuals who evaluated the utility of the aggravating statements. 

I also hypothesized that due to the valence of the of the infoxmation, participants 

who received the extenuating information would believe the context excused and justified 

Rob's behaviour to a greater extent than those in the aggravating condition. In addition, I 

expected participants who received extenuating information would report needing less 

information about the context in which the incident o d  in order to fed justified in 

forgiving Rob. 

Risk x context interaction. Drawing on the previous work of Reeder and Brewer 

(1979) and Kruglanski (1 990)' I hypothesized that participants in the risk condition would 

be more likely to attend to the informattion provided by the contextual information 

compared to control participants7 but that this would be particulariy true for the aggravating 

context since risk would enhance individuals' natural tendency to view negative 

information as more diagnostic than positive information. Accordingly, I predicted that the 

difference between participants' evaluations of extenuating and aggravating contextual 

statements would be more pronounad for those individuals who w a e  primed for risk than 

for those participants who read the control narrative. 

Optimism x risk x context interaction. Given the previous diocussion of the 

optimism x risk x context interaction, I predicted a similar pattem of results for the 



evaluations of context. For example, if participants exhibited a buffering strategy on the 

items assessing reported desire for caution in using the information provided in the context 

statements, I expezt to find the predicted risk x context interaction (described previously) 

for individuals who were low in optimism. That is, I expected that participants' natural 

ovaweighting of aggravating information relative to the extenuating information would be 

enhanced for those individuals who were primed for risk & compared to those who read the 

control narrative. Conversely, I expected that I would not find the predicted risk x context 

interaction for individuals high in optimism since optimism would eliminate the e f f i  of 

risk (leaving only the main effect of context). 



Method 

Participants 

Sixty-six female and 14 male students emrolled in psychology courses at the 

University of CaIgary were recruited by means of the Research Participation Bonus Credit 

Board and received paxtial course credit for their participation. Participants ranged in age 

from 1 8 to 54 years = 23 28; = 6.1 9). The majority of participants identified 

themselves as Caucasian (59.0%) while the remaining students were predominantly of 

Asian (3 1.4%) and East Indian (6.0%) origins. 

Of the 8 1 people who participated in the study, 71.6% of participants (or 58 people) 

were involved in romantic relationships whereas the remaining participants were not3 

These relationships ranged in length h m  one month to 384 months, = 40.60, = 

64.67). When asked to provide information concerning the type of relationship they were 

in, five people reported that they were casually dating, 16 participants reported they were 

exclusively dating / quite serious, 22 participants indicated they were exclusively dating I 

very serious, five people indicated they were engaged, 10 participants reported they were 

cohabibting, and five participants reported being married. 

Prior to analyses, seven participants (6 f d e s ,  1 male) were dropped fiom the 

sample due to experimenter error (i.e., participants were inadvertently provided with an 

earlier version of the ambiguous account). In addition, three people (two females, and one 

male) were excluded since they failed to retum for the second portion of the study. Finally, 



one participant realized he had participated in a related study and therefore was aware of 

the nature of the manipulation. In total, the data for 1 1 participants were omitted h m  the 

analyses. 

Materials 

All materials (see Appendix A) participants were asked to read were gender 

matched to each individual participant. Female participants, for example, read materials 

written by a female victim. Males on the other hand, read materials written by a male 

victim. To avoid confusion, I will refer to the female mataials throughout the remainder of 

the paper. 

Ambirrnous account. Each participant was asked to read an account that depicts an 

ambiguous went that occurred within the context of a romantic relationship. This account, 

which was adapted h m  a relational transgression obtained in earlier research at the 

University of Waterloo (Boon & Holrnes, 1999), served as the stimulus participants were 

later asked to evaluate. The account described how Rob, Christa's boyfriend, permitted his 

ex-girlfiend to spend the night in his apartment. The fact that Rob spent the night in the 

same apartment as his ex-girlfiend is not acceptable in Chistays opinion, as Rob's ex- 

girlfriend has always been a sore spot in their nlationship. This account was v a y  vague 

and therefore made it ambiguous to the reader as to whether any inappropriate events 

transpired during the night in question. Although the account employed in this study was 

modified &om an earlier version used in Naim (2000) to make Rob's actions more 

Several of the questionnaires asked participants to make judgements concerning their 
"eumnt relationship." Due to very slow sign-up rates, participants who were not currently 
in relationships also responded to these items. Instead of thinking about their ' C ~ t  
relationship," these participants responded to the items using their most recent relationship. 
Though less than ideal, the responses of these individuals were analyzed. Had I removed 
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ambiguous, in Nairn's research participants indicated that they perceived the portrayed 

events as both negative and possibly harmful to Rob and Christa's relationship (Naim, 

2000). 

Context statements. Having read the ambiguous account, participants were 

assigned to read one of two types of context statements. All statements were written h m  

the paspeaive of the victim (Christa). Participants in the aggravating condition were 

presented with five statements designed to incriminate Rob. Participants were asked to 

read statements such as "I've always made sure Rob doesn't have to worry about my ex's, 

but he doesn't take my concerns about his ex-girlfieads seriously. He knows how I feel 

when he makes a point of calling them or seeing them." Participants in the extenuating 

condition were presented with five statements designed to cleat Rob of any wrongdoing. 

For example, participants were asked to read statements such as "I know that Rob is very 

committed to us. We are moving in togetha when my lease runs out at the end of this 

semester so I know he'd never do anything to jeopardize our relationship." 

The 10 context statements employed in this study were adapted fkom a set of 20 

context statements used in previous research (Nairn, 2000). Relying on the information 

obtained h m  pilot testing a = 43, Naim matched the context statements for degree of 

intensity, diagnostic value, and perceived ability to influence decision-making. However, 

based on the results in Nairn's study we were somewhat concerned that the context 

statements were not as well matched in tams of intensity, diagnostic value, and ability to 

influence decision making as the earlier pilot test had led us to believe they were (e-g., 

Naim found that participants in the extenuating condition rated the additional context as 

these responses from the analysis, the statistical power of the present study would have 
been drastically reduced. 



more relevant, clear, idonnative, and deserving of serious consideration than did 

participants in the aggravating condition). In order to remedy this concern, we reworded 

the statements in order to make them claua. For example, "When he called back that 

night, Rob sounded really uncomfortable, nervous, like he was putting on the happy act. I 

got the impression that something wasn't quite right, and that whatever it was, I wasn't 

going to like it" was changed to "In both my convetsations with him that night, Rob 

seemed more interested in keeping Michelle entertained than in talking to me when I 

phoned. Shouldn't I be more important to him than his ex-girlfiend?" In addition, due to 

concems that the context may be ovenwhelming the effect of risk, we dropped several of the 

stronger statements (i-e., those evaluated by participants as being most useful in helping 

than make decisions concerning the protagonist and his behaviors) and then, re-piloted the 

remaining statements. Participants were asked to rate the statements in terms of degme of 

intensity, diagnostic value, and ability to influence decision-making. For analysis purposes, 

these three items were averaged to form a composite index of usefihess, with higher 

numbers indicating greater perceived usefulness. Based on the d t s  of this pilot study' 

participants (& = 10) appeared to rate the aggravating a = 4.55, = .42) and extenuating 

= 4.70, = -42) statements equally, 1 (8) = .57, E = .58 (see Table la  and lb for means 

and standard deviations of each individual statement). 

Table la 

E v a d e v i a t i o n s f o r  statements 

Statements condemn useW influence 

Once or twice Rob's laughed at me when I told him that I 4.1 3.5 4.2 
fed uncomfortable knowing that he still keeps in touch with (1.3) (1.5) (1 .S) 



his ex. 
I've always ma& sure Rob doesn't have to worry about my 4.7 4.2 4.7 
ex's, but he doesn't take my concerns about his ex- (1.4) (1.6) (1.3) 
girlfiends seriously, He knows how I feel when he makes a 
point of calling or seeing them. 

In both my conversations with him that night, Rob seemed 5.3 4.9 5.1 
more interested in keeping Michelle entertained than in (1.7) (1.6) (1.9) 
talking to me when I phoned. Shouldn't I be more 
important to him than his ex-girlfiend? 

More than once I've overheard Rob and his fiends tallcing 4.9 4.0 4.9 
about hot "how" Michelle is. I've never heard them say that (1 -8) (1.6) (1 -4) 
about me. 

Lately, Rob has seemed preoccupied with something. He's 4.9 4.1 4.7 
out late ay night a lot and often I'm not sure where he is. (1-7) (1-8) (1-6) 

Table lb  

Means and standard deviations for extenuating statements 

Statements condemn usefid influence 

I know that Rob is very committed to "us". We are moving 
in together when my lease runs out at the end of this 
semester so I know he'd never do mything to jeopardize our 
relationship. 

We've been going out for over a year now and Rob has 
never given me any reason not to trust what he says about 
what he's doing. 

Even though he insisted I didn't have to, when I called Rob 
at 1 Opm I decided not to kaep him on the line. I could hear 
at least two other voices in the background, a guy and a girl, 
and I didn't want to interrupt. 

Michelle is engaged which means I really shouldn't worry 
about her being interested in Rob. 

Rob and Michelle have been fiends since they were kids. . . 
it's no wonder they are still good fiends even now after 
they've broken-up. 



Risk manivulation. Participants were presented with one of two narratives. 

Participants in the risk condition were assigned to read a narrative designed to highlight 

situational sources of risk (e.g. falling out of love) that are common to all romantic 

relationships (Boon, 1 992).4 This two-page narrative, written in the third-person, 

chronicles an unforeseen and painful break up in an otherwise healthy relationship (e-g, 

"She is probably feeling pretty vulnerable right now since she has realized that getting 

involved with someone is just risky as hell. Thinking about this I've realized just how 

fiagile relationships really are, how many things can change, how the chemistry of fitting 

together is just so damn delicate."). Participants assigned to read the control narrative read 

a mundane account of how Danielle and Stephen met and began dating. This two-page 

account was also written in the third pason and does not include any mention of risk in 

relationships. 

Mani~dation bolsterine task. I included a generation task &a the manipulation 

narratives to ensure that those participants assigned to the risk condition were actively 

thinking about the risks inherent to romantic relationships. This task was adapted from the 

work of Maio and Olson (1998). Following the manipulation mmtive, participants 

assigned to the risk condition were instructed to "Describe in detail as many reasons as you 

can to explain why people often f e l  insecure in romantic relationships." Participants in the 

control condition were instructed to "Describe in detail as many destinations and activities 

for a coupe's first date as you can." In each case, participants were told that they had 

The original risk narrative was written in the W person. The modified version, used in 
this study, was narrated in the third person. Given participants' comments in previous 
studies, I hoped that this modification would minimize derogation of the victim. 



approximately 10 minutes to complete the task and .were fiee to use the back of the page if 

necessary. 

Life orientation task - R. A general measure of dispositional optimism, The Life 

Orientation Task -R (Scheier, Carver & Bridges, 1994), was administered to participants in 

order to obtain a trait measure of optimism. This measure consisted of eight items and four 

filler items (items 2,6,7, and 10) that were excluded fiom the scale prior to analysis. Of the 

eight items, four wen phrased in a positive marma (e-g., I'm always optimistic about my 

ftture) and four in a negative manner (e-g., If something can go wrong for me, it will). 

Participants were asked to rate their agreement with such items using a seven-point scale 

ranging from "1-strongly disagree" to "7-strongly agree*" Negatively scored items were 

reversed before scoring and the individual items were averaged to create an overall 

dispositional optimism index with higher numbers indicating higher levels of optimism 

(alpha = -78). 

Relationship o~timism scale. The Relationship Optimism Scale (Murray & 

Holmes, 1997) was administered to participants in order to assess their beliefs concerning 

the likelihood of certain positive and desirable events occurring in their relationship as 

compared to the C'typical" relationship. Participants were presented with eleven statements 

such as '"The love my partner and I share continuing to grow" and 'My partner or I being 

attracted enough to another person to consider leaving our relationship" and were asked to 

indicate whether they believed the stated events were more, less, or equally likely to occur 

in their redationship in comparison to the typical or average relationship. Participants rated 

these statements using a seven-point Likert scale mghg from "1 - much less likely to 

occur in my relationship than in the typical relationship,'' to "7 - much more likely to occur 



in my relationship than in the typical relationship-" Rior to analyses, the negatively 

phrased items were recoded and the individual items were averaged to create an overall 

general relational optimism score with higher numbers indicating greater optimism (alpha = 

-86). 

Relatioashi~ defensive-~essimism scale. The manner in which participants 

generally respond to situations in romantic relationships was assessed by means of an 

adapted version of the Optimism I Defensive-Pessimism Scale used by Norem and Cantor 

(1986). The scale, as used in this study, was modified h r n  an academic orientation to 

focus on romantic relationships. For example, statements such as "I often go into academic 

situations expecting the worst, even though I know I will probably do well" and '4 often 

think about what it will be like if I did very poorly in an academic situation" were modified 

as follows: ''I go into romantic relationships expecting the worst, even though I know 

things usually work well" and "I often think about what it will be like if my romantic 

relationship does very poorly." This scale was composed of nine items rated on a 7-pint 

scale ranging from "1 -not at all true of me" to "7-very true of me." Of the nine items, four 

items measured pessimism (alpha = -54) while four items assessed optimism (alpha = .43). 

Following the procedure used by Norem and Cantor (1986), the optimism and pessimism 

items were totaled individually. Next, the total pessimism score was subtracted from the 

total optimism score, yielding a total optimism I def-ive pessimism score. 

relations hi^ success =file. The Relationships Success Rofile (Boon, 1992) was 

administered to participants in order to determine the extent to which participants felt 

desirable or positive characteristics (e.g.; handing conflict well, sharing) were w t  in 

their own relationships and the. average "other" relationship. Specifically, this scale 

permitted me to gauge participants' optimism regarding the likelihood of success of their 



own romantic relationship as compared to their perceptions of relationship success for the 

average "other" relationship. Participants completed the scale twice, once for the average 

other relationship and once for their own relationship. The first time participants 

completed the scale, they were told: "Research shows that the presence of certain 

characteristics can foster the growth of a healthy romantic relationship. Using the scale 

below, please rate the extent to which you think each characteristic is typical of the average 

dating relationship." The second time they completed the scale participants were instructed 

as follows: ''Research shows that the presence of certain characteristics can foster the 

growth of a healthy romantic relationship. Using the scale below, please rate the extent to 

which you think each characteristic is typical of your dating relationship." On a seven- 

point Likert scale ranging from "1- not at all typical" to "7 - very typical," participants 

rated characteristics such as "handle conflict well," "completely satisfied with 

relationship," and " keep promises." For analysis purposes, the mean responses to the 

"own relationship" scales were regressed on mean responses to the "average relationship" - 

scale to form a residualized "own relationship" swre that excluded the shared variation in 

common between participants' "own relationshipw and the "average relationship" scores. 

Higher numbers indicated greater optimism regarding participants' perceptions of 

relationship success ("average relationship'' alpha = -88; "own relationship" alpha = .92). 

Predicting relations hi^ success from pasonalitv inventory. This inventory assessed 

relationship optimism by measuring the extent to which pdcipants believe they possess a 

greater number of positive traits (for example, openness, trustworthiness) predictive of 

relationship success than does the "typical" pason. Participants were instructed to rate 

themselves in t m  of how typical the attniute is of them in comparison to the "average" 

person who is in a relationship. Participants were asked to rate the ten iteans in this scale 



using a 7-point scale ranging fbm "1- much less typical of me than of the average dating 

partner" to "7 - much more typical of me than of the average dating partner-" Participants 

were presented with attriibutes such as openness, trustworthiness, honesty, and patience- 

For analysis purposes, the individual items were averaged to create an overall index that 

reflected participants' perceptions that they possessed characteristics that predicted 

relationship success with higher numbers indicating greater optimism (alpha = -64). 

Covariates 

I also asked participants to complete several individual differences measures for use 

as possible covariates. As can be seen in Table 2, however, the measures failed to correlate 

adequately with the dependent variables to justifL entering them in the analysis.5 

Table 2 

Correlations between demendent variables. the Self-Esteem Scale and the BIDR. 

Variables Self-Esteem BIDR 

Impression of account 
Blame 
Damage 
Likelihood of infidelity 
Impressions of Rob 
Informational value of context 
Excused Rob's behavior 
Justified Rob's behavior 
Need for more information 
Caution 
Type of information 
Positive infomation 
Negative information 
Usefhess (statement 1) 
Usefulness (statement 2) 

5 As described by Pedhazur (1997), in order to justifL entering variables as covariates, a 
correlation of .30 is desired. 



Usefiess  
Usefulness 
Usefbhess 

(statements3) 
(statement 4) 
(statement 5) 

Self-esteem scale. The Self-Esteem Scale (Rosenberg, 1965) assessed participants' 

general level of self-esteem. Participants were asked to rate ten statements such as "I 

certainly feel useless at times" and "I feel that I am a pason of worth, at least on an equal 

basis with others" using a seven point scale, ranging from "1-strongly disagree" to "7- 

strongly agree." Negatively scored items were reversed before scoring. For andysis 

purposes, the ten items were averaged to fonn an overall index of self-esteem with higher 

numbers indicating higher self4steem (alpha = -88). 

Balanced inventorv of socially desirable reswndinp! mIDR). The Self-Deception 

subscale of the Balanced Inventory of Desirable Responding (Paulhus, 1988) was 

administered to participants to assess their willingness to respond in a socially desirable 

manner. Participants were asked to respond to 20 items such as "My first impressions of 

people usually turn out to be right" and "It's hard for me to turn off a disturbing thought" 

using a 7-point scale ranging from "1 - not true" to "7 - very true." Prior to analysis, all 

negatively worded items were mersed scored. Next, following the procedure suggested by 

Paulhus (1 988)' one point was added for each extreme response (i.e., if an individual gave a 

score of six on item 1 1, one point was added and the find score on the item would have 

been seven.). The 20 items were averaged to form an ovaall index of self4eceptive 

positivity (alpha = .67). 

Manipulation Checks 

Positive and nemtive affect schedule PANAS). To assess their current mood, 

participants were asked to complete the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (Watson 



Clark & Tellegan, 1988), a brief mood inventory, prior to reading the ambiguous account 

and again after completing the risk manipulation. This inventory is composed of 18 terms 

that descriie emotions such as "calm," "relaxed," and "nervous." Participants were asked 

to rate each item using a seven-pint scale ranging &om "1 -not at all" to "7-extremely." 

Negatively scored items were reversed before scoring. For analysis purposes, the 

individual items were combined to create an overall mood index with higher numbers 

indicating a more positive mood (pre-manipulation alpha = .93; post-manipulation alpha = 

-95). 

Perceptions of risk. A second risk manipulation check was adapted h m  a 

questionnaire designed to assess homeowners7 perceptions of risk of asbestos and radon 

contamination in their homes (Weinstein, Kolb & Goldstein, 1996). Participants were 

asked to complete this measure directly after completing the manipulation-bolstering task. 

The purpose of these items was to assess the extent to which the risk manipulation primed 

feelings and thoughts concerning the risk of breaking up. The original scale was wmposed 

of four items assessing perceived risk including: perceived likelihood of developing illness 

due to radon exposure, perceived danger due to exposure, expected concan regarding 

exposure, and-expected fear of exposure. These items were modified for the present study 

to assess perceived likelihood of the average relationship breaking-up (1 -no chance to 7- 

certain), perceived loss to average person (1-110 loss to 7-extreme loss), expected concern of 

break-up to average person (I-not at all concerned to 7- very concerned), and expested fear 

of break-up to average pason (I -no fear to 7- very firightened). Although I planned to 

combine these items to form a composite risk score, the obtained alpha (alpha = -47) was 

too low to justify analyzing the items together. Responses to these four items were 



therefore maIyzed individually. In each case, higher numbers indicate greater perceived 

risk. 

Relational belief scale. The Relational Belief Scale (Boon & H o b ,  1999) 

hctioned as an additional manipulation risk check in that I expected participants who read 

the risk narrative to report more negative beliefs about relationships in general compared to 

those participants who read the control narrative. The scale is composed of 15 items and 

assesses individual's general relationship beliefs. Participants were asked to rate 

statements such as "Many things can change in a relationship as time goes on" and "Any 

problems that d a c e  in a relationship can be worked through successfdly if the partners 

truly love each other" on a scale ranging h m  "I-strongly disagree" to "7-strongly agree." 

Negatively scored items were reversed before scoring. For analysis purposes, these items 

were averaged to create a relationships belief index with higher numbers indicating more 

negative beliefs about the nature of romantic relationships in g e n d  (alpha =.65). 

Demendent Measures 

Evaluations and imuressions of ambirrnous account. AU dependent measures 

included in the evaluation of the ambiguous account were adapted from Boon and Holmes 

(1999) and Nairn (2000). The first task participants completed following the manipulation 

checks was the evaluation of the information presented in the ambiguous account. 

Immession of the incident. Participants were instructed to rate the negativity of the 

incident in the account. participkts rated the following statement "The incident descriied 

in the account was" on a scale ranging from "1 -very negative" to "7-very positive." Higher 

ratings were indicative of a more negative evaluation. 

Blame. Participants then completed four measures intended to assess intention to 

hurt the partner, mnsibility, blameworthiness, and willingness of the victim to forgive 



(i-e., How responsiible was Rob for upsetting Christa?). These items were measured on 7- 

point scales ranging frmn "1-not at all" to b'7-extremely." Prior to analysis, the item 

assessing the willingness of the victim to forgive was reverse coded. In orda to simplifjr 

analysis, the items were averaged to form an index of blame with higher numbers 

indicating greater perceived blame (alpha = .76). 

Damage. Next, participants used a 7-point Likert scale (I-absolutely no damage7' to 

'7-severe and extensive damage) to rate the extent to which they believed Christa's 

relationship with Rob would be negatively affected in the short tam by his actions. This 

item was analyzed individually with higher numbers indicating greater perceived damage. 

Likelihood of infidelitv. Participants were then asked to indicate how likely they 

thought it was that Rob slept with Michelle behind Christa's back using a 7-point Likert 

scale ranging &om "1- not at al l  likely" to "7-extremely likely." This item was analyzed 

individually with higher numbers indicating greater perceived likelihood of infxdelity. 

Im~essions of Rob. Finally, participants were presented with eight continua 

designed to assess their impressions of Rob. Participants were told: 'We would like to 

know your impressions of Rob, based on what you read." Using a seven-point continuum, 

participants rated Rob on cham%existics such as "I - sincere" to "7 - insincere))' with higher 

numbers indicating a more negative impression of the character. Prior to analysis, I 

recoded those items that were scored in the reverse direction. In order to simplifjr analyses, 

I averaged the items to create an overall evaluation for Rob (alpha = -91). 

Evaiuation of context statements. Participants also completed a number of 

measures desigued to assess evaluations of the contextual information (aggravating or 

extenuating) that followed the ambiguous account. 



Informational value. First, participants rated four items that assessed the overall 

informativeness, relevance' clarity, and seriousness of the contextual statements (i-e., How 

informative was the additional context you received?). These items were rated on a 7-point 

scale ranging &om "1- not at all" to '7 - extmdy," and were combined to form a 

composite index of informational value with higher numbers indicating participants 

perceive the context as more valuable (alpha = .78). 

Justification of Rob's behavior. Participants also completed two items that assessed 

whether they believed the contextual infoll~mtion was able to excuse (i.e., How much does 

the additional context you received excuse Rob's behavior?) and to justify (i.e., How much 

does the additional context you received justify Rob's behavior?) Rob's behaviors. Both of 

these items were evaluated using 7-point scales ranging h m  "1- not at all" to "7 - 

entirely" and were analyzed individually. 

Need for more information. Participants were asked to indicate the extent to which 

they would need more information about the context in which the incident o c c m d  in 

order to feel justified in forgiving Rob's behavior. Participants rated this item using a 7- 

point scale ranging fbm "1 - I'd need no M e r  information" to "7 - I would need a great 

deal more information" with higher numbers indicating a greater need for information. 

Caution. Next, participants oompkted a series of items designed to evaluate the 

level of caution they would adopt in fonning decisions concerning the transgressor's 

behavior on the basis of the contextual information they were provided. This scale was 

composed of 1 1 items such as "I would feel completely comfoltable trusting the contextual 

information Christa provided when drawing conclusions about Rob's behavior in their 

relationship more generally." .These items were rated on a 7-point scale ranging from "1- 

strongly disagree" to "7-strongly agree." Before scoring, those items that were phrased in a 



non-cautious manner were reversed and the individual items were averaged to form a 

composite index of desire for caution, with higher scores indicating a greater desire for 

caution (alpha = -63). 

Tvpe and quantity of information- Participants were questioned regarding the type 

of information they would like to receive. Participants were instructed as follows 'If the 

circumstances were such that you could only have access to one type of information, which 

type of information would you prefer?" Participants responded to this question by placing 

a checkmark next to one of two options "idormation indicating Rob's motives may have 

been unselfish or benevolent" or ''information indicating Rob's motives may have been 

selfish or inconsiderate." 

Participants were also asked to rate their agreement with the following statements: 

"Based on what I have read, I would need a lot more positive evidence to conclude that 

Rob truly cares about his relationship with Christa" and "Based on what I have read, I 

would need a lot more negative evidence to conclude that Rob truly does not care about Gs 

relationship with Christa." Both of these items were evaluated using seven-point scales 

ranging h m  "1 - strongly disagree" to "7 - strongly agree." 

Usefbess of context Finally, participants rated each of the context statements in 

terms of how useful it was to them in drawing iaferences about the events in the account 

they read about Participants rated each statement using a 7-point scale ranging firom "1- 

not at all useful" to "7-extremely usefbl," with higher numbers indicating greater usefutness 

when decision making. Each item was analyzed individually, separately for the 

aggravating and extenuating context groups. 



Demomhic Items 

relations hi^ satisfaction. Those participants who reported being in relationships 

were asked to complete three items designed to assess relationship satisfaction, success, 

and happiness. Ratings on these items allowed me to verify the effectiveness of random 

assignment to condition. Using a 7-point Likert scale ranging fiom "1 - not at all" to "7 - 

extremely," participants were asked to indicate how satisfied they were with their 

relationship, how successful their relationship was, and how happy they were with their 

partna. The three items were averaged to form a relationship satisfaction score with higher 

numbers indicating greater satisfaction (alpha = .94). 

Break-UD exmzience. Participants were also asked to indicate (in months) when 

their last break-up had occurred and to rate the severity of this break-up using a seven-point 

Likert scale ranging h m  "1- not at all negative / severe" to "7 - extremely negative / 

severe." Again, ratings on these items provided me with an indication of the success of 

random assignment. 

Procedure 

Participants were told that the study was composed of two parts: questionnaire 

testing and evaluating accounts. During the first testing session, participants were asked to 

complete some basic demographic information. Next, participants responded to a veriety 

of scales that assessed both personal and relational optimism. Because I believed responses 

to these prr-measures might colour the manner in which participants would read and 

interpret other materials, I decided it would be wise to allow at least two days to elapse 

before continuing with the study. 

When participants returned for the second session (on average four days later), they 

completed a mood scale and read an account that highlighted a possible transgression 



within a romantic relationship (i.e., ambiguous account). Half of participants were 

randomly assigned to read additional statements that M e r  incriminated the transgressor 

(i-e., statements that made it look as though the transgressor ral ly  was cheating on his or 

her partner) whereas the remaining participants were assigned to read statements that made 

the transgressor appear to be innocent of any wrongdoing (i-e., statements that cleared the 

transgressor of cheating). Following these statements participants were randomly assigned 

to read one of two narratives. Half of participants were assigned to read a narrative that 

highlights the risky nattue of being in a romantic relatiomhip (i-e., risk narrative). The 

"risk" narrative was intended to raise people's awareness of the potential risks of being in a 

romantic relationship (e.g., a romantic partner filling out of love). The remaining 

participants were asked to read a mundane narrative detailing a first date (i.e., control 

narrative). Finally participants completed a variety of scales evaluating the narratives and 

context statements (i.e., waluations of the story and the people depicted in the story, along 

with evaluations of the additional context information). Finally, participants were asked to 

provide information concerning their last break-up (i.e., when it occurred and the severity 

of the break-up). The ex-enter then thoroughly debrief4 the participant, obtained full 

informed consent, and answered any questions the participant may have had. 

Analvsis 

Given that participants completed a variety of optimism measures (i.e., Life 

orientation Task - R, the Relationship Optimism Scale, the Relationship Defrnsive 

Pessimism Scale, the Relationship Success Profile, and the Predicting Relationship Success 

h m  Penodity Inventory), 1 performed principal axis analysis with oblique rotation to 

determine which, if any, measures of optimism grouped together. As can be seen by the 

factor loadings in Table 3, a single factor representing optimism emerged &om the analysis 



(eigenvalue = 1.91). I therefore computed a composite index of optimism by averaging 

scores on the optimism measures. This composite index served as the continuous 

independent variable for all regression analyses. 

Table 3 
Loadinas for o~timism factor analysis. 

- - - -  

Factor Loadings 

Variables 
- - 

Life Orientation Task -40 
Relationship Optimism Scale -75 
Relationship Defensive Pessimism Scale .42 
Relationship Success Profile -88 
Predicting Relationship Success h m  Personality Inventory -49 

Unless otherwise indicated, the data were analyzed using a mixed model regression 

analysis (involving two categorical variables and one continuous variable). The categorical 

variables, risk (risk or control) and context (aggravating or extenuating) were dummy 

coded. 

For each regression, the three main effects (i.e., risk, context, and optimism) were 

entered on the first step. In the second step, the two-way interactions (i.e., risk X context, 

risk x optimism, and context x optimism) were entered. On the last step of the regression 

analyses, the three-way interaction (i.e., risk x context x optimism) was entered. All 

significant interactions were followed up with simple t-tests, using the mean square residual 

as the error term and the appropriate degrees of W o r n  h m  the last step of the analysis to 

evaluate the significance of the calculated t-value. For those followvps that involved 

optimism, I used a median split (Mdn = 4.53) to separate those who were high in tams of 



optimism from those who reported lower optimism- Unless otherwise specified, the 

Bonferroni procedure (-05 1 2) was employed to control for Type I aror on each follow-up 

t-test. 



Results 

I will begin by discussing the results for several demographic items participants 

completed concerning their own relationship experience. I will then discuss d t s  for the 

manipulation checks, followed by the results for the evaluations and impressions of the 

ambiguous account Finally, I will conclude by detailing the d t s  for the evaluations of 

the context statements. 

Demosmnhic Items 

Relationship satisfaction. This scale was designed to assess participants' general 

relationship satisfaction and was administered to detemine whether random assignment 

was achieved. The risk X context X optimism interaction was not significant, 1 (50) = .11, 

E = -92. Similarly, the two-way interactions fhiled to reach significance (risk x cantext: f 

(51) = -45, E = -65, optimism x context: (51) = .02, p = .99, and risk x optimism: 1 (5 1) = 

-29, n = .78. No significant effects of risk, (risk: M = 5.79, = 1.1 1 vs. control: M = 

5.93, SD = 1.1 7), _t (54) = .04, E = -97, or context, (aggravating: M = 6.03, SD = 1.05 vs. 

extenuating: M = 5.64, = 1.1 8) (54) = .45, g = .66, were found. In contrast, a main 

effect of optimism was found. As ratings of optimism increased, ratings of relationship 

satisfaction also increased (e = .39), 1 (54) = 4.12, c .001. 

Break-UD ex~erience. At the end of the questiomaire in the second section, I asked 

participants to indicate when their last break-up had o d .  The risk X context X 

optimism interaction was not significant in response to this item, _t (65) = . 0 9 , ~  = 93.  

Similarly, the risk x context, f (66) = .06, p = .95, and risk x optimism, $ (66) = -61, g = .Y 

interactions were not significant. Participants who read the risk narrative did not differ 

h m  those who read the control narrative, (risk: M = 26.89, = 34.08 vs. control: M = 

25.94, Sq = 25-79), f (69) = -05, p = .%. In addition, participants who read the aggravating 



statements did not diffa &om those who read the extenuating statements (aggravating: M = 

26.82, SD = 36.28 vs. extenuating: M = 26.08, SD = 23-89), 1 (69) = .04,~ = -97. Finally, 

as optimism increased, reported time since participants' last break-up did not vary, (B = 

2.36), _t (69) = .92, E = -36. 

An unexpected marginally significant optimism x context interaction was found, t 

(66) = 1.79, p = .08, when participants were asked to indicate when their last break-up 

occumed. As can be seen in Figure 7, however, those people who scored low in terms of 

optimism and who read extenuating statements = 23.50, = 22.70) did not differ k m  

those who read aggravating statements (NJ = 16.43, = 12.17), f (65) = .68, p > -025. In 

addition, those participants who were high in tams of optimism, and who received 

extenuating statements = 29.41, = 25.65) did not differ from high optimists who 

received aggravating statements @ = 34. 10, = 45-27), 1 (65) = -19, p > .025. 

Although both follow-up tests were not statistically signiscant, there does appear to 

be a pattern among the means. Low optimists who read aggravating statements reported 

less time since their last break-up than low optimists who read extenuating statements. 

Similarly, high optimists, who read aggravating statements reported less time since thdr 

last break-up than high optimists who read extenuating statements. However, the 

difference for low optimists between those who read aggravating and those who read 

extenuating statements appears to be a somewhat biggex than for high optimists. 



Firmre 7. Time since last break-up for low and high optimists by context condition. 

Low High 

Optimism 

When asked to rate the severity of the last break-up, the risk x context x optimism 

interaction was not significant, f (66) = 1.60, p = .11. In addition, the risk x context, f (67) 

= 1 -0 1, E = .32, the optimism x context, f (67) = .54, E = .59, and the risk x optimism, f (67) 

= 1.06, E = .29, interactions were not significant. No significant eff- of risk, (risk: M = 

4.03, SD = 1.91 vs. control: M = 4.32, SD = 1-76), f (70) = -69, E = .49, context, 

(aggravating: M = 4.06, = 1.66 vs. extenuating: M = 4.29, = 2.00), f (70) = .56, p = 

.57, or optimism, (B = .03), 1 (70) = .20, g = -85, were found. 

With the exception of one marginally significant optimism x context interaction, no 

significant eff- were found on items designed to assess random assignment. Based on 

these findings, I believe that random assignment was success~ly achieved. 

Mani~dation Checks 

Relational belief scale. I expected participants who read the risk mmtive to repod 

more negative evaluations concerning relationships in general as compared to those 



participants who read the control narrative. This was not the case. Participants who read 

the risk narrative M= 4.56, = -66) did not differ fiom those individuals who read the 

control nmative (M= 4.46, Sq = .59), t (77) = .97, p = .33. In addition, those participants 

who were in the aggravating condition (M = 4.44, SD = .70) did not differ fkom those 

people who received extenuating statements = 4.58, a = .51), 1 (77) = - 7 8 , ~  = -44- 

Although I did not have any specific predictions concerning optimism and this scale, as 

ratings of optimism increased, participants reported less agreement with the items on the 

relationship belief scale (e = -.lo), 1 (77) = 2.17, p = .03. 

Percentions of risk. The purpose of the perceptions of risk item was to assess the 

extent to which the risk manipulation primed feelings and thoughts of relational risk. 

Contrary to my prediction, people who read the risk narrative did not differ from those 

individuals who read the control narrative on perceived likelihood of average relationship 

breaking-up = 4.88, = .91 vs. u= 4.63, = -80, 1 (77) = 1.28, E = .20), perceived 

loss to average person a = 5.45, = .85 vs. M = 5.29, = .93, $ (77) = 31, E = .42), 

expected concern of break-up to average person = 4.50, = 1.45 vs. M = 4.83, = 

1 -07, t (77) = 1.03, p = .3 I), and expected fear of break-up to average person @ = 4.48, SD 

= 1.24 vs. M = 4.59, = 1.22,j (77) = .41, E = .69). In addition, people who read the 

aggravating statements did not differ fiom individuals who read the extenuating statements 

on perceived likelihood of average relationship breaking-up a = 4.70, = -88 VS. M= 

4.80, Sq = .84, g (77) = SO, E = .60), perceived loss to average person = 5.35, Se = -77 

vs. M = 5.39, = 1.00,j (77) = -18, p = .86), expected concern of break-up to average 

person m 5 4 . 8 0 ,  == 1.44 VS. hJ=4.54,== 1.10,!(77) = 1.16, g=  .25), and e-ed 

f a  of break-up to average pason (hJ = 4.50, = 1.40 w. = 4.56, = 1-05, $ (77) = 

-23, e = .82). There was, however, a significant three-way interaction on the item that 



asked participants to indicate the Wrelihood that the avaage relationship would break-up, 1 

(73) = 2.06, g = -04. 

To explore this interaction, I examined the results separately for low and for high 

optimists. For each regression, I entered the risk and context variables on the first step and 

the risk x context interaction on the second step. The two-way interaction for low optimists 

was not statistically significant, t (37) = .57, E = -57, whereas for the high optimists it was 

marginally significant, $ (36) = 1.75, g = .08. Highly optimistic participants who received 

the risk narrative and who read aggravating statements @ = 4.56, = .88) did not diEa 

h m  those who read extenuating statements (y = 5-10, = 99). Similarly, highly 

optimistic participants who received the control narrative and who read aggravating 

statements = 4.56, SD = 1.13) did not differ fbm those who read extenuating 

statements (M = 4.77, SD = .73) (see Figure 8). 

Although the follow-up tests were not statistically significant, there appears to be a 

trend in the means. High optimists who read the risk narrative and aggravating statements 

rated the 1ikeIihood of the average relationship breaking up higher than those in the 

extenuating condition. This pattern reversed for those in the control condition. In the 

control condition, those who read extenuating statements rated the likelihood of the average 

relationship breaking-up higher than those in the aggravating condition. 



F i m  8. Likelihood of the average relationship breaking up for high optimists by risk and 

context condition. 

Risk Control 

Manipulation 

Positive and n e d v e  affect schedule (PANAS). Participants were asked to 

complete this scale before reading the ambiguous account and again after completing the 

risk or control narrative in order to assess whether the risk manipulation would alter mood 

The risk X context X optimism intemctions were not significant (pre-mmtive: g (72) = .lo, 

p = -92; post-narrative: g (73) = .07,~ = .95). Similarly, the two-way interactions were not 

significant (risk x context, pre-narrative: f (73) = -09, p = .93; post-naxrative: 1 (74) = .68, g 

= .SO, optimism x context, pre-narrative: f (73) = 1.46, p = .20; post-narrative: g (74) = .06, 

p = -95, risk x optimism, pre-narrative: 1 (73) = .56, g = -58; post-namtive: 1 (73) = .79, g = 

.43). No d i f f i c e s  of risk w a e  found on the pre-narrative (risk: = 5.39, = 1.07, VS. 

control: M = 5.39 = .72, g (76) -1 8, p = .96) or post-narrative (risk: M = 5-24, = 1 -1.06, 

vs. control: M = 5.4 1, = .96, $ (77) . I .  1 5, g = .25) assessments of mood. In addition, no 

differences of context were found on the pre-narrative (agpavating: = 5.41, = -98, 



vs. extenuating: = 5.37 = .84,1(76) -03, g = 98) or post-narrative (aggravating: M = 

5.3 5, = -99, vs. extenuating: M = 5.3 1, = 1.04,1(77) .3 1, g = .76) assessments of 

mood. 

Although I did not expect ratings on the PANAS to differ in relation to optimism, a 

significant main effea of optimism was found when participants were asked to complae 

the PANAS a second time after the manipulation. Specifically, as optimism iacread, 

reported mood became more positive (e = 29), f (77) = 3 . 7 8 , ~  < .001. 

Evaluations and Im~ressions the Information Presented in the Ambiguous Account. 

I predicted that participants who read the risk naxrative would rate the events in the 

ambiguous account, the character depicted in the account, and his motives, behaviours and 

personality as considerably more negative than those individuals who read the control 

narrative. In addition, I expected that individuals who received extenuating contextual 

statements would be more charitable when evaluating the character portrayed in the 

ambiguous account, his motives, his behaviours, and his personality as compared to those 

who received aggravating contextual statements. I also anticipated that the difference 

between participants' ratings in the aggravating and extenuating conditions when 

evaluating the ambiguous account would be more pronounced for those individuals who 

have been primed for risk than for those participants who read the control m t i v e  (i.e., 

risk X context interaction). 

Finally, I predicted that the risk x context interaction could be moderated by 

optimism in one of two ways. On one hand, I expected that pecipants who had a highly 

optimistic outlook might be relatively unmoved by the risk narrative, Low optimists, 

conversely, might be especially sensitive to the risk m t i v e  (buffering hypothesis). On 

the other hand, I expected that individuals who had a very optimistic perception of romantic 



relationships might be especially likely to fbcus on the information provided in risk the 

narrative as compared to those individuals who read the control narrative (active coping 

hypothesis). In this case I speculated that the predicted risk x context interaction might be 

present for those individuals who were low in optimism. I was less certain about highly 

optimistic individuals. I expected that the predicted risk x context interaction might be 

exaggerated for high optimists or, conversely, high optimists might be equally interested in 

the aggravating and extenuating contextual statements eliminating the main effect of 

context. 

Immession of account. Contrary to my hypotheses, when participants were 

instructed to rate the negativity of the events descriied in the ambiguous account, the 

expected risk X context X optimism interaction was not significant, f (73) = .15, Q = .88. 

Similarly, the predicted two-way risk x context interaction Wed to reach significance, f 

(74) = .80, p = .43. Although I did not have predictions regarding the two remaining 

interactions, they were also not significant (optimism x context: _t (74) = -38, g = -71, risk x 

optimism: f (74) = .70, E = .49). In addition, no diffetences in evaluations were found 

between those people who read the risk narrative (BiJ = 2.53, = -88) or the control 

narrative = 2.54, = 1-21), 1 (77) = -05, g = .96. Participants' perceptions also did not 

vary depending on the cantext they received (aggravating: = 2.45, SD = 1.08; 

extenuating: M = 2.61, = 1.02), 1 (77) = .5S, p = .59. Finally, the main effect of 

optimism was not significant, (B = -.08), t (77) = .94, = -35. 

Blame. Participants then completed several measures intended to assess Rob's 

intention to upset his partner, Rob's responsibility in upsetting Chris& Rob's 

blameworthiness, and Christa's willingness to forgive Rob. These items were averaged to 

form an index of blame. The hypothesized three-way, f (73) = .67, E = -50, and risk x 



context interactions were both non significant, _t (74) = -63, p = 53. Similarly, the 

optimism x context, 1 (74) = 91, p = -37, and risk x optimism, t (74) = -34, = -73, 

interactions failed to reach significance. In addition, people's perceptions did not differ 

between those who read the control namtive a = 4.05, = 1.19) and those who read the 

risk naxrative a = 3.89, = 1.21). The main effect of optimism also failed to reach 

statistical significance, = -.08,1= -90, p = -37. In contrast, the main effkct of context was 

significant, t (77) = 3.77, E < .001. Those people who d v e d  the extenuating statements 

a = 3 -53, = 1.27) blamed Rob less than those people in the aggravating condition 

= 4.43, SD = -92). 

Damage. When participants were asked to indicate the extent to which they 

believed Christa's relationship with Rob would be negatively affected in the short term by 

his actions, the predicted risk X context X optimism, 1 (73) = .96, E = .34, and the risk x 

context interactions, 1 (74) = 1.55, E = .12,  we^ non significant. Similarly, the risk x 

optimism 1 (74) = .88, E = -39 interaction was non significant. Also, participants' 

perceptions did not differ by risk condition (risk: M = 4.83, SD = 1.28 vs. control: M = 

5.00, = I .26), 1 (77) = .6 1, E = .54, nor by optimism (& = -.O8), 1 (77) = -63, E = -53. 

Participants' perceptions did vary however, by context condition, 1 (77) = 2.68, E = .01. As 

expected, those people who received extenuating statements a = 4.56, SD = 1.40) 

indicated they believed that Christa and Rob's relationship would d e r  less short-term 

damage than those who received aggravating statements M= 5.28, SD = 1.01). 

An unexpected marginal optimism x context interaction was also found, _t (74) = 

1.90, p = .06. When followed up, those participants who were low in terms of optimism 

and who read extenuating context = 4.96, = 1.15) did not differ in their evaluations 

fbm those who read aggravating statements = 5.1 7, Sq = 1.25), 1 (73) = .60, E > -025. 



In contrast, for high optimists, those who read extenuating statanents (M = 4.06, SD = 

1.55) reported less short-term damage than those who read aggravating statements, (M = 

5.36, SD = .79), 1 (73) = .3.42, E < .025 (see Figure 9). 

F i w e  9. Perceived short-term damage to the relationships for low and high optimists by 

context condition. 
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Likelihood of infidelitv. When participants were asked to indicate how likely they 

believed it was that Rob slept with Michelle behind Christa's back neither the e-ed 

three-way, g (73) = -08, E= .93, nor the risk x context, _t (74) = 1.33, p = .19, interactions 

reached significance. Similarly, neither the optimism x context, _t (74) = 1.39, p = .17, nor 

the risk x optimism, _t (74) = .72, g = .48 interaction were significant. In addition, ratings 

did not diffir by risk condition (risk: M = 3.78, = 1.56 vs. oontrol: M = 4.34, SD = 

1.70),_t(77)= 1.50,== .14, norbyoptimism(&=-.19),_t(77) = 1.49,p= .14. Them wasa 

difference in ratings however, b e e n  those who received aggravating statements and 

those who received extenuating statements, g (77) = 2.53, g = .0 1. AS predicted, individuals 



-who received extenuating statements (M= 3.65, = 1.77) indicated they believed it was 

less likely that Rob slept with Michelle behind Christa's back than those who received 

aggravating statements = 4.48, SD = 1.41). 

Im~ressions of Rob. When participants were asked to provide their impressions of 

Rob, once again, the expected thee-way, f (73) = 28, = .78, and the risk x context 

interactions, _t (74) = .69, e = .SO, failed to reach significance. Also, the risk x optimism 

interaction, _t (74) = 54, E = .59, was not significant. In addition, participants' perceptions 

of Rob did not vary by risk = 4.14, = 1.12) or control condition = 4.38, = 

1.26), l(77) = -84, = -41. In contrast, participants' ratings of Rob did differ depending on 

optimism and context. As ratings of optimism i n d ,  impressions of Rob were more 

positive (B = -.24), g (77) = 2 .96 ,~  = -004, and people who read extenuating statements (Y 

= 3.70, SD = 1.33) rated Rob mom positively than people who read aggravating statements 

(M =4.83, SD = .67), _t (77) = 5 . 3 9 , ~  c .001. 

A marginally significant optimism x context interaction was also found, 1 (74) = 

1.86, E = .07. Those peaple who scored low in term of optimism and who read 

extenuating statements &I = 4 .17 ,s  = 1.34) differed fkom those who read aggravating 

statements a = 4.98, = .57), _t (73) = 2.56, g < -025. In addition, those participants 

who were high in tenns of optimism, and who received extenuating statements = 3.10, 

SD = 1.08) differed h m  high optimists who received aggravating statements = 4.70, - 
SD = .73), 1 (73) = 5.07, g < .025. - 

As can be seen in Figum 10, those people who were low in optimism and who mad 

extenuating statements rated Rob more positively than those people who received 

aggravating statements. High optimists followed the same pattern but the cliff- in 



ratings between those who received aggravating and those who received extenuating 

statements was larger than for the low optimists. 

F i m e  10. Impressions of Rob for low and high optimists by context condition. 
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Evaluations of Context Statements. 

I hypothesized that participants who received the extenuating contextual statements 

would view the statements as less diagnostic and informative than those who received the 

aggravating statements. I also predicted that participants in the risk condition would be 

more likely to utilize the infbnnation provided by the contextual information as compared 

to control participants, but that this would be particularly true for the aggravating context 

since risk would enhance individuals' natural tendency to view negative information as 

more diagnostic than positive idonnation. Finally, I predicted that the predicted risk x 

context x optimism interaction would follow the same pattern for evaluations of context as 

for evaluations of the ambiguous account. 



Informational value of context. Contrary to my prediction, the three-way, 1 (73) = 

-35, E = -73 and the risk x context interactions, 1 (74) = .46, p = -65, were not significant for 

the index of informational value. In addition, the context x optimism interaction, f (74) = 

1.36, E = -18, also failed to reach statistical significance. Also, ratings of usefiess did not 

differ by risk condition (risk: M = 4.84, SD = I. 15 vs. control: M = 4.66, SD = 1 -67)- 1 (77) 

= -69, E = -49, nor by optimism (B = .03), 1 (77) = -37, g = .71. I also hypothesized that 

participants would evaluate aggravating context as more useful than extenuating 

information. There was a marginal main effm of context, 1 (77) = 1.86, g = -07. In 

contrast to what I had hypothesized, participants who received the extenuating statements 

(M = 4.98, SD = 1.1 1) tended to rate the statements as more valuable in terms of 

information as compared to those who received aggravating statements a = 4.5 1, = 

1-16). 

There was also an unexpected but significant risk X optimism interaction, g (74) = 

2 .23 ,~  = .03. When followed-up with protected t-tests however, people who were lower in 

terms of optimism and who read the risk narrative = 4.63, Sp = 1.3 1) did not differ in 

their evaluations from those people who read the control narrattive = 4.82, SD = .87), f 

(73) = .53, g > .025. In addition, those people who were high in terms of optimism and 

who read the risk narrative (hJ = 5 -02, SD = .97) did not differ in their evaluations h m  

those who read the control m t i v e  (&& = 4.47, SD = 1.45),1(73) = 1.54, g > .025. 

Although these differences were non-significant, it appears the nature of the 

interaction may be disordid. It seems that for low optimists, those who read the control 

narrative rated the context as more valuable than those in the risk condition. Conversely, 

for high optimists, ratings of usefbess were higher for those in the risk condition than for 

those in the control condition (see Figure 1 1). 



Fimne 1 1. Value of the contextual information for low and high optimists by risk 

condition, 
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Justification of Rob's behavior. When participants were asked to evaluate whether 

they believed the context excused Rob's behavior, the predicted three!-way, 1 (73) = -03, g = 

-98, and the risk x context, _t (74) = . 8 9 , ~  = .37, interactions were not significant Also, the 

risk x optimism, _t (74) = .95, Q = -35, interaction failed to reach significance. Similarly, 

participants' ratings did not vary by risk condition (risk: M = 3.18, = 1.74 vs. control: 

M = 3.05, = 1-64), g (77) = -42, p = .69, nor by optimism, (B = -.001), t (77) = -01, E = - 
.99. People who read extenuating statements @ = 3 . 3 . 8 4  = 1-79) indicated they believed 

the context excused Rob's behaviour to a greater extent than those people who read the 

aggravating statements m= 2.40, SD = 1-22), 1 (77) = 4.04, p < .001. 

This main effect, however, was qualified by a significant optimism X context 

interaction, f (74) = 2.53,s = .01. Participants who s d  lower in terms of optimism and 

who read extenuating infinnation (IJ = 3.57, = 1.73) did not differ significantly fkom 



those who read aggravating information (&J = 2.89, = 1.37), 1 (73) = 1.24, > -025. In 

contrast, those people who scored higher in tenns of optimism and who read extenuating 

statements (M = 4.1 1, SD = 1.88) indicated they believed the context excused Rob's 

behaviouf to a greater extent than those people who read the aggravating statements = 

2.00, SD = .93), (73) = 3.83,~ < .Ol (see Figure 12)- 

F i m  12. Ability of the contextual information to excuse Rob's behavior for low and high 

optimists by context condition. 
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Similar findings emerged when participants were asked whetha the context they 

d v e d  justified Rob's behaviour. The predicted three-way, f (73) = .18, p = .86, and the 

risk x context, 1 (74) = -24, g = 31, interactions were not significant, and again, 

participants' ratings did not vary by risk condition (risk: M = 3.18, Sq = 1.65 vs. control: 

M = 2.95, = 1.55), _t (77) = .68, Q = .SO, nor by optimism, (B = .01), 1 (77) = .01, E = -92. - 
However, people who read the extenuating statements = 3.54, = 1.69) indicated they 



believed the context justified Rob's behaviour to a greater extent than those people who 

read aggravating statements = 2.58, = 1-34), 1 (77) = 2.80, = -006. 

Again, however, this main effect was qualified by a significant optimism X context 

interaction, 1 (74) = 2.85, E = -006. As can be seen in Figure 1 3, people who scored low in 

tams of optimism and who received extenuating context @ = 3-22, = 1.57) did not 

differ from those who received aggravating context = 3.00, = 1-33), t (73) = -47, p > 

.025. Conversely, people who scored high in terms of optimism and read extenuating 

context @J = 3.94, = 1.80) indicated they believed the context justified Rob's behaviour 

to a greater extent than those people who read aggravating statements = 2.23, = 

1.27), t (73) = 3.65, g < .025. 

F i w e  13. Ability of  the contextual information to justify Rob's behavior for low and high 

optimists by context condition. 
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In addition to this optimism x context interaction, there was a marginally significant 

risk x optimism interaction, _t (74) = 1.84, g = .07. As urn be seen in Figure 14, people who 



scored low in terms of optimism and who read the risk narrative = 3.16, = 1.39) did 

not differ fiom those who read the control narrative = 3.09, = 1.54), 1 (73) = .14, p > 

.025. Similarly, people who scored high in tams of optimism and read the risk narrative 

= 3.19, = 1 39) did not differ h m  those who read the control narrative (IJ = 2.79, 

SD = 1.58), 1 (73) = -85, E > -025. - 
Although neither of the follow-up tests reached statistical significance, it appears 

that low optimists in both the risk and control conditions rated the ability of the contextual 

information to justie Rob's behaviour equally. In contrast, there appears to be a small, 

although non significant, diEerence in ratings for high optimists. High optimists who 

received the control nmative appear to believe the context was better able to justify Rob's 

behaviour than those who read the risk narrative. 

F i w e  14. Ability of the contextual iaformation to justify Rob's behavior for low and high 

optimists by risk condition. 
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Need for more information. The last question in this series asked participants to 

indicate the extent to which they would need more Sonnation about the context in which 

the incident occurred in order to feel justified in forgiving Rob's behavior. The risk x 

context interaction was not moderated by optimism, _t (73) = 1.65, E = -10. In addition, the 

risk x context, f (74) = .86, p = 39, and optimism x context, (74) = 1.16, E = 1 5  

interactions failed to reach significance. No diffaences were found by risk condition (risk: 

M = 5.73, = 1.45 vs. control: = 5.78, = 1.67), _t (77) = -18, E = -86; nor by - 

optimism (& = -.01), 1 (77) = .07, = .94. There was however, a significant main effect of 

context, 1 (77) = 2.14, p = .04. As predicted, participants who read the extenuating 

statements (M = 5.39, SD = 1.63) indicated they would need less infomation in order to 

feel justified in forgiving Rob's behavior than those people who read the aggravating 

statements = 6.13, = 1 .a). 

Although them was a marginally significant risk x optimism interaction, 1 (74) = 

1.82, p = .07, when followed up, low optimists who read the risk narrative = 5.21, = 

1.78) did not differ in their evaluation fiom those who read the control mmtive (M = 6.14, 

SD = 1-49), 1 (73) = 1.97, p >.025. Similarly, high optimists who read the risk narrative - 
= 6.19, SD = 37) did not differ h r n  those who read the control narrative a = 5.37, SD = 

1.80), l(73) = 1.75, E > .025. 

While both follow-up tests failed to reach statistical significance, there appears to be 

a disordinal interaction. As can be seen in Figure 15, low optimists who read the risk 

narrative reported needing less idormation than those participants who read the control 

narrative in order to f a 1  justified in forgiving Rob's behavior. In contrast, high optimists 

who read the risk narrative reported a greater need for information than those who read the 

control narrative in order to feel justified in forgiving Rob's behavior. 



Fimae 15. Need for information in order to feel justified in forgiving for high and low 

optimists by risk condition. 
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Caution. Participants completed a series of items designed to evaluate the level of 

caution they would desire in using the additional context they received in forming decisions 

concerning Rob's behaviour. The expected -way interaction was not significant, _t (77) 

= .36, E = -72. Also, the predicted risk x context interaction, _t (74) = 1.35, E = -1 8, failed to 

reach statistical significance. Although participants' level of caution did not vary by risk 

condition (risk: M = 4.08, = .82 vs. control: &i = 4.35, = .74), 1 (77) = 1.46, e = .IS, 

levels of caution did Mer significantly by optimism, $ (77) = 2 . 4 6 , ~  = .02, and by context 

condition, f (77) = 2.75, g = .008. Specifically, as ratings for optimism increased, 

participants reported less desire for caution in using the statements (B = -. 15) and 

participants who d v e d  extenuating statements = 4.02, = -98) reported less desire 



for caution than those people who received aggravating contextual statements = 4.42, 

SD = .46). - 
These main effects were also qualified by a significant optimism X context 

interaction, 1 (74) = 2.46, p = .02. Those people who scored low in terms of optimism and 

who read extenuating statements (IJ = 4.28, SD = -90) did not differ h m  those who read 

aggravating statements (NJ = 4.5 1, SD = .40), 1 (73) = 1-02, p > .025. Desire for caution did 

vary, however, for high optimists. As depicted in Figure 16, high optimists who read 

extenuating statements (El = 3.70, = .lo) desired less caution than high optimists who 

received aggravating statements = 4.35, = .51), f (73) = 2.89, c .025- 

Fimw 16. Reported desire for caution in using additional context for low and high 

optimists by context condition. 
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Thae was also a marginally significant risk x optimism interaction, f (74) = 1.83, p 

= -07. When followed up, however, low optimists who read the risk narrative a = 4.23, 

SD = .89) did not differ in their evaluation from those who read the control narrative = - 



4.50, = .53), 1 (73) = 1.24, E >.025. Similarly, high optimists who read the risk 

narrative @ = 3.94, = .75) did not differ from those who read the contmi narrative (IJ 

= 4.18, SD = .91), _t(73) = 1.04, E > .025. 

Although a marginally significant interaction was obtained, as can be seen in Figure 

17, low optimists who read the risk narrative reported similar desire for caution as did low 

optimists who read the control narrative. High optimists followed the same pattern. 

Participants who read the risk narrative reported similar desin h r n  caution as did 

participants who read the control narrative. 

F i m e  - 17. Reported desire for caution in using additional context for low and high 

optimists by risk condition. 
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T m  and ~uantitv of information. When asked to identie the type of infoxmation 

regarding Rob's motives they would most like to receive, the predicted -way, $ (72) = 

.49, E = .62, and the risk x context interactions, g (73) = .93, E = .35, were not significant 

In addition, the optimism x context, 1 (74) = .94, E = 3 5, and risk x optimism, _t (74) = .59, 



E = -56, interactions were non significant. Contrary to my hypotheses, participants' 

responses did not vary by context condition, 1 (77) = 38, E = -38, nor by risk condition, 1 

(77) = . 8 9 , ~  = .38. Participants' responses did vary however, by optimism, ! (77) = 2.96, p 

= .OM. As reported optimism increased, participants indicated they would like to receive 

more information suggesting Rob's motives may have been unselfish or benevolent @ = - 
- 1 1). 

Next, participants were asked a question regarding the amount of positive 

information they would need to conclude that Rob truly cares about Christa. The predicted 

three-way, 1 (73) = . 3 2 , ~  = -75, and risk x context, g (74) = 1.22, p = .23, i n t d o n s  were 

not significant. In addition, the risk x optimism, 1 (74) = .62, = 53, interaction was not 

significant. Also, participants' responses did not vary by risk condition (risk: M = 4.88, 

= 1.54 vs. control: = 4.90, = 1.83), l(77) = -02, = 99, nor by optimism, B = -.19,1 

(77) = 1 -5 1, E = .14. Responses did vary however, by type of context, 1 (77) = 3 -95, p c 

-001, in the need for positive information. Consistent with m y  prediction, people who 

received extenuating context M= 4.24, Sq = 1.68) indicated they would need less positive 

evidence to conc1ude that Rob truly cares about his relationship with Christa than those 

who read aggravating information (El = 5.55, = 1.4 1). 

Once again, this main effect of context for positive information was qualified by a 

significant optimism X context interaction, f (74) = 2.42, p = -02. People who scored low 

in terms of optimism and who read extenuating statements a = 4.91, a= 1.47) did not 

differ in their reported nccd for more positive information fhm those people who received 

aggravating information = 5-50, SD = 1.58), 1 (73) = 1.23, E > .025. In contrast, those 

people who scored high in tams of optimism and who read extenuating information = 

3.39, SD = 1.58) indicated they would need less positive information to conclude that Rob 



truly cares about his relationship with Christa than those who read aggravating information 

(M= 5.59, == 1-30), $ (73) = 4 . 5 7 , ~ <  .01. SeeFigure 18. 

F i m e  18. Amount of positive information needed to conclude that Rob truly cares about 

Christa for low and high optimists by context condition. 
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When participants were asked if they would need a lot more negative information to 

conclude that Rob truly does not care about Christa the expected -way, $ (73) = 1.65, g 

= .lo, and the risk x context, 1 (74) = .32, E = -75, interactions fded to reach significance. 

In addition, the optimism x context, 6 (74) = 1.32, g = .19, and the risk x optimism, 6 (74) = 

1.47, E = -14, interactions were not significant. Also, participants' responses did not vary 

by risk condition (risk: &J = 4.65, = 1.69 vs. control: _M = 4.85, = 1.77,t (77) = -52, 

E = .60), by optimism, (B = .02, _t (77) = .I 1, g = .91, or by context condition concerning 

their need for negative information (aggravating: M = 4.58, = 1.84 VS. exten&& M = 

4.93, SD = 1.60), _t (77) = -91, p = .37. 



Usefiess of context. Finally, participants rated each of the five context statements 

they received in tams of how useful they were in drawing infe~ences about the account 

they r d  To explore these ratings, I examined ratings for the aggravating and extenuating 

conditions separately. For each regression, I entered the risk and optimism variables on the 

first step and the risk x optimism interaction on the oecond step. 

Participants' ratings of usefidness did not differ by risk condition, or by level of 

optimism for any of the aggravating or extenuating statements (see Tables 4a and 4b for the 

appropriate means, standard deviations and beta weights). 

Table 4a 

Means. standard deviations. and beta weinhts for asuravatinn statements 

Main Eff- 

Risk M (SD) Optimism 
Statements 

Once or twice Rob's laughed at me when I told 
him that I feel uncomfortable knowing that he 
still keeps in touch with his ex. 

I've always made sure Rob doesn't have to 
worry about my ex's, but he doesn't take my 
concerns about his ex-girlfriends seriously. He 
knows how I feel when he makes a point of 
calling or seeing them. 

In both my conversations with him that night, 
Rob seemed more interested in keeping 
Michelle entertained than in talking to me 
when I phoned. Shouldn't I be more important 
to him than his ex-girlfiend? 

More than once I've overheard Rob and his 
fiends talking about hot "how" Michelle is. 
I've never heard them say that about me. 

Risk: 4.47 (1.87) - B = .I0 
Control: 4.80 (1.77) 

Risk: 4.79 (I .55) 
Control: 4.80 (1.67) 

Risk: 4.80 (1.56) 
Control: 4.40 (1.85) 

Risk: 4.58 (1.88) 
Control: 4.10 (1.77) 



Lately, Rob has seemed preoccupied with Risk: 5.47 (1.43) fi = .08 
something. He's out late at night a lot and Control: 4.85 (1 -8 1) 
often I'm not sure where he is. 

Table 4b 

Means. standard deviations. and beta weights for extenuating statements 

Main E f f i  

Risk M /SD) Optimism 
S taternents 

I know that Rob is very committed to "us". Risk: 5.20 (1 -77) B=.16 
We are moving in together when my lease runs Control: 5.00 (1.52) 
out at the end of this semester so I h o w  he'd 
never do anything to jeopardize our 
relationship. 

We've been going out for ova a year now and Risk: 4.40 (1 -76) 8 = .29 
Rob has never given me any reason not to trust Control: 4.14 (1.90) 
what he says about what he's doing. 

Even though he insisted I didn't have to, when Risk: 4.70 (1.59) 8 = .08 
I called Rob at lOpm I decided not to keep him Control: 4.62 (1 .SO) 
on the line. I could hear at least two other 
voices in the background, a guy and a girl, and 
I didn't want to interrupt. 

Michelle is engaged which means I really Risk: 4.90 (1.55) 8 = .17 
shouldn't worry about her being interested in Control: 5.10 (1 54) 
Rob. 

Rob and Michelle have been fiends since they Risk: 4.70 (1.63) B = 0.05 
were kids. . . it's no wonder they are still good Control: 4.14 (1 38) 
Hen& even now after they've broken-up. 

Although none of the main effects were significant, two significant risk X optimism 

interactions were found. These intezacti0n.s were for the third extenuating (i.e., Even 

though he insisted I didn't have to, when I called Rob at IOpm I decided not to keep him on 

the line. I could hear at least two other voices in the background, a guy and a girl, and I 



didn't want to intermpt), 1 (37) = 2.77, p = .01, and fifth aggravating (i-e., Lately, Rob ha9 

seemed preoccupied with something. He's out late at night a lot and often I'm not sure 

where he is.), $ (35) = 2.10, g = .04, context statements. 

Although significant risk X optimism interactions were found for both of these 

statements, none of the simple t-tests were significant People who w a e  low in tams of 

optimism and who read the risk naxrative a = 4.00, SD = 1-49), did not diffet in their 

evaluations of the usefulness of the third extenuating context statement &om those who 

read the control narrative = 4.92, = 1.39), 1 (37) =1.52, p > .025. In addition, 

participants who scored high on optimism and who read the risk narrative = 5.40, SD = 

1.43) did not rate the usefulness differently than those in the control condition (M = 4.13, 

SD = 1-64}, 1 (37) = 1-86, e > .025. - 
Although these follow-ups were not significant it appears as though the interaction 

may be disordinal. Low optimists who read the risk narrative indicated the statement was 

less usem than those who read the control narrative. Convtxsely, high optimists who read 

the risk narrative, indicated the statement was more usefid than those who read the control 

narrative (see Figure 19). 



F i w e  19. UseIlness of the third extenuating statement for low and high optimists by risk 

condition. 
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Similarly, those who scored low on optimism and who read the risk narrative a = 

5.00, SD = 1.69) did not differ in their evaluations of the fifth aggravating context h m  

those who read the control narrative (M = 5.22, SD = 1-86), 1 (35) = . 2 9 , ~  c .025. In 

contrast, those who scored high on optimism and who read the risk narrative a = 5.82, 

= 1.17) rated the statements as more usefbl as compared to those who read the control 

nasrative (M = 4.55, SD = 1.8 I), _t (35) = 2.67, g < -025, see Figure 18. 

Again, it appears as though the pattan of means reverses depending on the level of 

optimism (i.e., a disordinal interaction). Low optimists who read the risk narrative 

indicated the statement was less usefbl than those who read the control narrative. 

Conversely, high optimists who read the risk narrative, indicated the statement was more 

usem than those who read the control narrative (see Figure 20). . 



Fimne - 20. Usefblness of the fifth extenuating statement for low and high optimists by risk 

condition. 
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Discussion 

Individuals within our culture are bombarded with accounts and images of relational 

risk on a daily basis (i.e., in advertisements, music, television, interactions with fiends and 

family). Although these risks do not necessarily jeopardize one's own romantic relationship 

directly, I expected exposure to these risks might have important implications concerning 

the manner in which individuals evaluate and interpret events in relationships. Specifically, 

I proposed that exposure to risk might induce individuals to make less charitable 

conclusions or less likely to forgive in the face of an actual transgression. Furthermore, 

because individuals typically receive these images and accounts accompanied by rich and 

colourfbI details, I also predicted people's evaluations and interpretations could vary as a 

bct ion of the type of additional contextual information they received (i-e., extenuating or 

aggravating). 

Besides the influence of risk and context on people's evaluations and interpretation, 

I was also interested in determining how an optimistic outlook might moderate the effects 

of these variables. Psychologists have demonstrated that the presence or absence of 

optimistic beliefs has important implications concerning issues such as health, adversity, 

coping, and major life transitions (Anderson, 1996; Aspinwall, Carver et al., 1993; Richter 

& Hoffinan, 2001 ; Spencer & Norern, 1996). For example, some research suggests that 

higher levels of optimism are indicative of better problem solving (Scheier & Cmer, 

1987), improved health (Scheier & Carver, 1987), and improved coping strategies (Canra 

a al., 1993). Other researchers, however, have suggested that an optimistic outlook is not 

always functional (Perloff, 1983). For example, some researchers argue that people who 

underestimate their own vulnerability of experiencing negative life events may have more 

difficulty in dealing with negative events should they occur (Wortman, 1976). 



Given this evidence concaning the importance of optimism, I wondered if those 

individuals who possessed a more optimistic outlook would diffa in their evaluations of a 

relationship transgression h m  those who possessed a less optimistic outlook. Specifically, 

I sought to detemine whether and how such an outlook would alter the manner in which 

individuals chose to use aggravating or extenuating contextual information concerning a 

relational transgression when exposed to risk. 

Unfortunately, my results did not conform to my expectations. Indeed, as I will 

argue in the remaining sections of this discussion, I believe the results I obtained challenge 

several of the basic assumptions that guided the development of my hypotheses. 

In the sections that follow, I will review these four assumptions. First, I will discuss 

the predictions I held concerning exposure to subtle, indirect risks and how the present 

results cast doubt on the assumption that these risks lead to cautious styles of information 

processing. Next, I wilI review what my data suggest in relation to the assumption that 

negative information is more diagnostic than positive information when drawing infefences 

about moral attributes. Then, I will discuss the implications of my data for the assumption 

that people are more concerned with avoiding the error offorgiving someme who is guilty 

than of not forgiving someone who is innocent. Finally, I will review the fit  between m y  

d t s  and the assumption that individuals who are hi&= in optimism tend to use 

buffering strategies when exposed to situations of risk. I will conclude with a discussion of 

the limitations of my research and some concluding thoughts. 

First Asmn~tion: Ex~osure to Indirect Risks Leads to Caution in Infomation Processing 

The present study hinged on the belief that when exposed to subtle, indirect risk, 

individuals tend to adopt a more cautious approach to information processing* That is, 

based on Boon and Holmes' (1999) model of cautious processing, I propod that, once 



those aspects of people's general relationship schemas pertaining to risk have been prim4 

individuals would respond to the heightened accessibility of thoughts and feelings about the 

risky nature of relationships by adopting a more pessimistic or cautious manner of 

information processing. 

I .  actuality however, I found virtually no evidence to support this proposition. 

instead, participants who had been exposed to risk did not differ from controls in their 

appraisals of the ambiguous account or their judgements concerning the value of the 

information they received. The manipulation was not effective in inducing participants to 

report more pessimistic beliefs concerning relationships in general or the risks associates 

with breaking-up. Also, the manipulation failed to elicit a more negative mood Instend, 

risk participants did not differ h m  controls in their responses to any of the three 

manipulation checks (i.e., Relationship Belief Scale, Perceptions of Risk items, and the 

PANAS). Not surprisingly given this outcome, none of the predicted risk x context x 

optimism nor risk x context interactions were statistically significant, either. 

These results cast considerable doubt on the effectiveness of the risk manipulation, 

at least concerning its ability to cause the pattern of effects I expected to obtain. In fact, the 

only evidence I have to suggest that the risk narrative was at all successful in leading 

people to think about the risks inherent in romantic relationships comes h m  examhation 

of participants' responses to the manipulation bolstering generation task. 

What hammed to risk: A mssible ex~lanation. Participants in the risk condition 

were asked to describe, in detail, as many reasons as they could why people often feel 

insecure in romantic relationships. An examination of responses indicates that people were 

indeed thinldng about risk while completing this task. For example, participmts in the risk 

condition often wrote things such as: '%om being hurt in other relationships," "any form of 



abuse))) and "statistically people know that most marriages end in divorce." In con- 

participants in the control condition, who were asked to descrii places to go and things to 

do on a first date, wrote things such as: "go to a movie, have coffee and dessert or drinks at 

a lounge," "see a football or hockey game," and "go to a live theatre to see a play." 

The question thus arises, if risk participants did think h u t  risk, why did 

participants assigned to the risk condition fail either to become more pessimistic in their 

beliefs about breaking-up or to exhiiit caution in their evaluations? L,et me suggest two 

possible explanations for this pattern of results. 

The first explanation stems fiom the work of Nairn (2000). In her original analysis 

of the data from her Masters' study, Naim (2000) too, found very little support for the 

model of cautious processing and, in particular, for the hypothesis that those exposed to 

risk would exhibit caution when information processing. However, in recent re-analyses of 

h a  data in which she divided her sample into two groups as a function ofrelationship 

length (i-e., longer and shorter relationships) Naim found a distinct pattem of results 

suggesting that the risk manipulation worked as predicted but only for some participants. 

Consistent with the findings of her original analysis, participants in longer relationships 

(e.g., relationships 24 months and over) did not appear to exhibit caution when exposed to 

risk. In contrast, these individuais became defensive. Specifically, when exposed to risk, 

participants in longer relationships reported more positive evaluations of romantic 

relationships and of the relationship transgression under examination. However, 

participants in shorter relationships (e.g., relationships Grom six to 24 months in length) did, 

in fact, exhiit cautious processing when evaluating. For example, participants in short- 

term relationships reported more negative or pessimistic beliefs in general about romantic 

relationships than did those in long-term relationships. Why should those individuals who 



are in shorter relationships exhibit caution when exposed to risk whereas people in long- 

term relationships do not? 

A possible explanation centers on the specific types of relationship concerns people 

hold in long and shortterm relationships. For example, the risk narrative employed in 

these studies might be pasonally relevaat to those people in shorter relationships (i-e., 

romantic relationships are hgi le  and there is a risk of getting hurt while in such a 

relationship). In contrast, since the risk mmtive documents the story of a newer 

relationship, people who are in longer relationships may not view the wen& depicted in the 

story as likely to occur in their own relationship ( i r ,  they have invested a great deal of 

time into making the relationship a success and therefore, the type of break-up depicted in 

the narrative is very unlikely to occur in their own relationship). 

This 6nding suggests that exposure to risk might not affect all people in the same 

manner. For example, there maybe distinct differences in people's reactions to risk 

depending on whether an individual is involved in a casual dating relationship, a serious 

dating relationship, or is manied. If this is the case, grouping participants together (i-e., 

those in longer and shorter relationship) for analysis purposes may obscure any tendencies 

toward cautious processing that may exist among different participants. 

Unfortunately, NNaim's discovery occurred during the later stages of data collection 

for the current project. Had I known earlier about the discrepancy in results for long and 

short-term relationships, I would have taken steps to ensure that I had sufficient numbers of 

participants in both types of relationships to warrant including relationship length as an 

additional independent variable in my analyses. Regrettably, the number of people per cell 

in the present sample is too small to permit confidence in interpreting the findings of the 

results X obtained when I attempted to analyze the present data sepamtely for particip- in 



short and long-tams relationships. As the data presented in Appendix B tentatively 

suggest, however, there may be good reason to explore the role of relationship length with a 

larger sample. 

In sum, Naim's (2000) study seems to provide tentative support for the notion that 

the model of cautious processing is valid for people involved in short-term romantic 

relationships, However, the phenomenon may be much more specific than I had expected. 

Although people involved in short-texm romantic relationships who are exposed to risk may 

respond to the heightened accessi'bility of thoughts and feelings about the risky nature of 

relationships by adopting a more pessimistic or cautious manner of idormation processing, 

those in longer relationships may respond very differe~tly. 

Challenging the model of cautious messinn. There is at least one other important 

possible explanation to consider, however. Specifically, perhaps there are a variety of ways 

that people respond to the sorts of risks studied in this experiment, one of which involves 

choosing not to pay attention to the risks they encounter. Consider, for example, people's 

actions while watching a documentary on puppy mills. As the images of mutilated, gaunt, 

and pest-infested puppies fill the television screen, many people respond by changing the 

channel, leaving the room, or simply shutting the television off. Few individuals are 

inspired by these images to begin campaigning for the eIimination of puppy mills. 

Although the narrative I employed in the present study is catainly not as appalling 

as images of abused animals, participants in this study may have adopted a similar 

approach to the television viewer mentioned above. Participants assigned to r e d  the risk 

narrative might in fad have mentally "change the channel" or 'left the room" when they 

read the risk narrative. If this is the case, that is, if participants exposed to the risk narrative 

simply "tuned outy' the idea that romantic relationship are inherently risky, it is not 



surprising that risk participants did not report more negative evaluations of romantic 

relationships as compared to those who read the control m t i v e .  Participants in the risk 

condition may very well have read the risk mmtive and have experienced a few niggling 

concerns about risk in relationships, but their dominant response may have been to dismiss 

these thoughts or to banish them to the periphery of their minds along with other thoughts 

they consider too paidid or pahaps too &levant to think about. This could explain the 

near complete lack of significant risk effeet~ in this study. Moreover, because the predicted 

interactions (i.e., risk x context x optimism and risk x context) all involved risk as well, it 

would also serve to explain the complete absence of any of the predicted interactions. 

It is also possible that participants may have reacted defensively to the nfefences to 

relationship risk. Rather then becoming cautious, they may have adopted information- 

processing strategies aimed at reasmance seeking or denial, much as participants have 

been found to do in previous research using direct threats (e.g., Holmes, 1992, Mumy & 

Holmes, 1993). For example, they might have actively thought about the positive things 

that were present in their own relationships or have dded  the prwsiility that the negative 

events portrayed in the risk narrative could happen to them. Note however, that we might 

have expected to find evidence of this de fdve  processing in participants' responses. For 

example, I might have expected that a reassurance-seeking response would have led risk 

participants to report no desire for caution, which would result in risk effects but in the 

opposite direction to what I had predicted. That no such effects were obtained leave me 

sceptical that participants in this study responded to the risk manipulation in a defensive 

(i.e., reassurance-seeking) fashion. Instead, I believe that the d t s  (i-e-, ndl effects of 

risk, whetha considering main effects or interactions) more clearly conform to what I'd 

expact to find were participants essentially ignoring the threats implied. 



One of the obvious directions future research might take is to exploze the 

discrepancy in ratings between individuals in short and long-tam relationships found by 

N a b  (2000). Thus fat., the only study that has been successfbl in demonstrating the fbll 

effect of risk is that of Boon and Holmes (1999). They too, limited their sample to 

individuals in relationships of no less than four months and no longer than 24 months. 

Since this cautious mode of information processing has only been completely demonstrated 

in one instance, I believe the model stands on tenuous ground. Should replication of 

Nairn's study fail to demonstrate that exposure to subtle risk leads to cautious process in^ I 

believe serious consideratio= must be given to the theoretical h e w o r k  of the model 

before M e r  research is carried out. It's possiile that people who are exposed to subtle 

risks simply do not respond in a cautious manner. Instead, people who are exposed to 

subtle risk might adopt reassmmce or denial-like responses or possibly, are simply not 

affected by exposure to these types of risks. Clearly, h e  research should attempt to 

disentangle what types of responses are likely to occur in the face of subtle risks. 

In addition to examining what, if any kind, of response individuals exhibit when 

exposed to subtle risk, I believe it is important to determine how men and women might 

differ in their responses. Due to insufficient numbers of male participants in both the 

present and Naim's study,6 we were unable to test for differences between male participants 

and female participants. Would males who are exposed to risk report similar respo- to 

females exposed to risk? Would either sex show a tendency to exhibit more caution when 

exposed to relationship related risk as compared to the other sex? If replication of Nairn's 

6 Due to the v a y  small number of men who participated in Naim's (2000) study, she only 
analyzed the data for female participants. 



study does provide support for the model, it is imperative that this mode of processing be 

demonstrated in both sexes prior to making generalizations. 

Also, I believe that prior to using the risk narrative employed in the present study in 

hture research, it is critical to obtain clear evidence that the narrative is able to make 

participants aware of the risks of being in romantic relationships. As demonstrated by the 

manipulation checks, participants who read the risk narrative did not rate relationships 

more negatively than participants who read the control narrative. Perhaps by using a risk 

manipulation that is more vivid and or personally relevant, the anticipated risk eff- 

would emerge. For example, researchers might attempt to show participants a movie clip 

as opposed to asking participants to read a risk narrative. In contrast to the namatives we 

have typically employed in these studies, such a manipulation would provide participants 

with both a visual representative and auditory stimuli supporting the notion that 

relationships are inherently risky. Conceivably, by enabling participants to see and hear 

''real" victims of relationship dissolution, participants may be more likely to report cautious 

and negative views concerning romantic relationships. 

In sum, given the methodoIogical weaknesses in the present study, I do not believe 

that the model of cautious processing should be discounted entirely at this point Instead, I 

think that fbrther research is required to explore when this effect may occur (i.e., does it 

occur with other types of stimuli) and who is more likely to adopt this mode of information 

processing (i-e., people involved in d i f fmt  kinds of relationships). 

Second Assumntion: Nezative Information is more Dianaostic than Positive Information? 

In addition to my predictions concerning risk, I also expected that, due to the 

valence of the information, individuals who received extenuating contextual statements 

would be more charitable when evaluating the character portrayed in the ambiguous 



account (i-e., his motives, behaviours, and personality), and the additional context 

statements as compared to those who received aggravating contextual statements. 

Based on Reeder and Brewer's mearch (1979), 1 M e r  predicted that participants 

who received the extenuating contextual statements would rate the statements as less 

diagnostic and informative than those who received the aggravating statements on items 

assessing the informational value of the statements. As my results indicate, however, this 

latter assumption was not supported in the present study. Although the effcct was marginal 

and should be interpreted with caution, participants who received extenuating information 

indicated that they believed the information was more diagnostic and informationally 

valuable than the aggravating information. Below, I will review my findings and discuss 

possible reasons why I believe my predictions were not supported 

Context effects that occurred as nredicted. On a number of dependent variables, 

individuals' evaluations of the ambiguous account and the additional statements varied as a 

ftnction of the context they received and did so in the predicted direction. As 

hypothesized, individuals who received extenuating context (i.e., contextual information 

designed to make Rob appear innocent of wrongdoing) indicated they believed Rob was 

less blameworthy, would experience less short-term damage to his relationship, and was 

less likely to have cheated on Christa, as compared to those who received aggravating 

contextual statements (i.e., contextual statements designed to make Rob appear guilty of 

wrongdoing). Similarly, participants who received extenuating statements also reported a 

more favourable impression of Rob and they believed the context excused and justified 

Rob's behaviour to a greater extent than those in the aggravating condition. Finally, as I 

expected, participants in the extenuating condition indicated they would need less positive 

information to feel justified in forgiving Rob, exhibited less caution in making judgements, 



and reported needing less positive information to conclude that Rob truly cares about 

Christa than those in the aggravating condition. 

It is not surprising that people who received extenuating (or positive) information 

were willing to indicate that the context excused and justified Rob's behaviour to a greater 

extent than those who received aggravating (or negative) information, nor is it surprising 

that they reported that they would need less positive idomation to f e l  justified in 

forgiving Rob than those who received aggravating information. The contextual 

information the two groups of participants received was, in fact, designed to elicit much 

this kind of response (though, of course, 1 expected risk to moderate this pattern of 

response). 

Context effects that did not occur as medicted. Although ratings did differ as 

expected depending on the context condition for many variables, there were three 

noteworthy exceptions to this pattern of results. 

First, participants rated the events described in the ambiguous acwunt equally 

negatively regardless of whether they received aggravating or extenuating context Given 

the fairly consistent patterns of context effkcts I obtained on the remaining measures 

assessing the ambiguous account, I am not sure why participants' responses to this 

particular dependent variable did not vary depending on the context they were asked to 

read. It seans odd, for example, that extenuating participants would rate Rob as less 

worthy of blame, less likely to have cheated on Christa, and less likely for his actions to 

have caused short-term damage and yet not rate the incident portrayed in the account less 

negatively than participants in the aggravating condition. 

A second noteworthy exception occumd for participants' responses to the item that 

asked them to indicate the type of information (i.e., that Rob's motives were unselfish and 



benevolent or selfish and inconsiderate) they most wanted to receive. I expected 

participants to request more negative information because the results of previous research 

have been interpreted as demonstrating that individuals typically view this information as 

more diagnostic and informationally valuable than positive idormation at Least when 

judging people on moral dimensions (i.e., Alicke, 2000, Kanouse & Hanson, 1972; Reeder 

and Brewer, 1979; Skowronski & Carlston, 1989). In contrast to this prediction, howevery 

participants wanted more positive information and not more negative information 

concerning Rob and his motives. 

In fact, in the present study, 59.3% of participants requested extenuating 

infoxmation whereas only 39.5% requested aggravating infomation. Interestinglyy Naim 

found a similar pattern, in her study (i.e-, over threequarters of participants indicated they 

would like to receive more information suggesting that Rob's motives may have been 

unselfish and benevolent as opposed to selfish and inconsiderate). 

Participants in the present study also tended to rate the extenuating statements as 

more diagnostic and informative than the aggravating statements on items assessing the 

informational value of the statements. Whereas this finding is marginal and must be 

interpreted with caution, it stands in direct contradiction to Reeder and Brewer's 

propositions concerning the diagnostic value of positive and negative information. It is 

worth noting that Naim (2000) fomd a similar pattern of d t s  as reported here. 

Participants in her study who received extenuating infomation again rated the statements 

they received as more diagnostic and informative than did those participants who received 

aggravating information. 

What do these findings mean? Paired with Naim's findings, I would a w e  they 

provide persuasive evidence that Reeda and Brewer's theory needs to be -examined. Do 



people really perceive negative information as more useful and relevant than positive 

information or do individuals believe that positive information is as relevaat and diagnostic 

as negative information? Could people actually perceive positive information to be more 

diagnostic than negative information? 

There are important methodological differences between previous research 

endeavours (e-g., Reeder & Brewer, 1979) and both the present study and the Naim (2000) 

study that could account for the apparently discrepant pattern of results. First, in previous 

research that documents individuals' tendency to overweight negative information, 

participants were given both aggravating and extenuating contextual information 

simultaneously (Reeder & Brewer, 1979). In contrast, participants in both my study and in 

Nairn's study received only one type of contextual information (i.e., aggravating or 

extenuating). Perhaps the manner in which participants are given context has implications 

concerning evaluations of the diagnosticity of the information. 

A second important difference between the present study and works that document 

individuals' tendency to overweight negative information centers on the types of judgments 

participants were asked to make. In the present study, participants were asked to make 

judgments concerning the informational value of the context statements. In contrast, 

Reeder and Brewer (1979) and others, asked individuals to make judgments concerning 

moral attributes. In those studies that have specifically examined judgments relating to 

morality, participants have not been asked to rate the informational value of the two types 

of context. Instead, it appears that their inferences concerning people's paceptiom of the 

diagnosticity of negative information are just that - infkences. If participants in these 

studies were expressly asked to rate the diagnosticity of the positive and negative 



information, they too may show a preference for extenuating as opposed to aggravating 

information as did the participants in the present study. 

Although my assumption concexning the weighting of negative information was 

discodhmed, I believe important implications can be drawn fiom my study. Taking into 

account the consistent tendency of participants in the present study and in Naim's (2000) 

study to rate positive information as more usefbl, I believe further research must be 

conducted to shed light on the inconsistency between our studies and the existing body of 

research that suggests that people perceive negative information as more useW (Reeder & 

Brewer, 1979). 

I think the most succinct method of addressing the inconsistencies between Reeda 

and Brewer's (1979) research and the present study, would be to replicate a study which 

demonstrated that participants tended to view negative information as more diagnostic and 

usefbl in decision-making than positive information. However, this study would differ on a 

key point: participants would specifically be asked to indicate whether they thought the 

positive or negative information was more useful in helping them draw conclusions. If tbis 

replication demonstrated that participants viewed negative information as more diagnostic 

than positive information, I pnsume that the methodology (i.e., only giving participants 

one type of context or asking people to make judgments not related to morality) employed 

in the present study hindered my attempt to find this effect. If however, participants 

indicate they perceive the positive information is more useful in forming judgements, I 

believe this suggests a potential flaw in Reeder and Brewer's theory. 

If M e r  research is not successll in demonstding that negative information is 

more diagnostic than positive information, this will also have serious implications for the 

model of cautious processing. As described, the model is based on the assumption that 



exposure to risk (i-e., negative information) will lead individuals to adopt a cautious 

approach to information processing. If people truly do not view negative information as 

more diagnostic, why should individuals exposed to negative information (i.e., 

relationships are inherently risky) become more cautious in their evaluations of 

relationships in general? Instead, if people believe that positive information is more 

diagnostic than negative, I expect that individuals would be considerably more likely to pay 

attention to positive cues concerning romantic relationships than negative cues. 

In sum, unless people truly do believe that negative information is more diagnostic 

and u f b l  than positive, important theoretical assumptions that form the foundation for this 

and other lines of inquiry are at jeopardy- Specifically, all hypotheses based on the notion 

that negative information is more diagnostic than positive are wrong. 

Third Assum~tion: Individuals are Testing the Likelihood of Guilt 

I believe the results concerning participants' reported prefereace for additional 

extenuating context might have important consequences for the manner in which we think 

about hypothesis testing. While developing this study, I worked under the assumption that 

participants wouid perceive certain cognitive errors as being more costIy than others. 

Specifically, I postulated that participants would see greater costs associated with the error 

of extending the benefit of the doubt to Rob if he was actually guilty of infidelity than with 

the aror of failing to extend the benefit of the doubt if he was innocent Accordingly, I 

predicted that individuals would be particularly concerned with avoiding the former error, 

and thus would attempt to gather as much negative information as possible to test the 

hypothesis of guilt. Two findings in the present study lead me to believe my 8ssumptiom 

in this regard were incorrect. Firsf as reported previously, the majority of paaicipauts 

indicated they would like to receive information suggesting Rob's motives may have been 



unselfish or benevolent This contradicts my beliefs concerning which of the two types of 

errors would be most important. 

In addition, a consideration of participants' responses to the open-ended question 

that asked them to justify their choice of type of information they selected also appears to 

disconfirm the view that participants were more concerned with the error of extending the 

benefit of the doubt when not desewed than with the error of failing to extend the benefit of 

the doubt when warranted. Specifically, participants were more interested in testing the 

hypothesis that Rob was innocent of any wrongdoing or they were simply giving Rob the 

benefit of the doubt. For example a female participant who read the risk narrative and who 

re!ceived extenuating statements said: "I feel he deserves the benefit of the doubt. She was 

just at his house, not in his bed. I always try to find the positive and would rather hear 

positivity over negativity." Similarly, a male participant who read the risk m t i v e  and 

who received aggravating statements said: "Why look for selfish motives? That 

information would only lead to break-up the relationship.'' 

These results have serious implications for the manner in which I had perceived 

participants would engage in hypothesis testing. This finding, mupled with similar 

findings obtained by Nairn (2000), suggest that our fundamental assumptions concerning 

information searching and hypothesis testing may be wrong. The majority of participants 

appear to be more concerned e~ avoiding the attribution of blame when it is not deserved 

than with failing to a t t n i e  blame when it is deserved. Once again, the model of cautious 

processing appears to be challenged. Had participants baea concemed with making the 

anticipated error (i.e., wrongly extending the benefit of the doubt), I believe they should 

have demonstrated caution and have overwhelmingly requested negative or indmhting 

information. Their obvious preference for positive information implies that they were not 



shifted into a more cautious type of information processing or that our assumptions 

concerning which hypothesis participants are testing is wrong. 

I also believe these findings have important implications for individuals who are 

involved in romantic relationships. Would individuals involved in romantic relationships 

also be interested in testing the hypothesis of innocence if they suspected their partner was 

guilty of wrongdoing? Or conversely, would individuals search for iaforxnation that was 

indicative of wrongdoing when drawing conclusions about negative events occllrring in 

their own romantic relationships? I don't believe there is a straightforward answer to these 

questions. I think some individuals would be very motivated to find information that 

suggests their partner is responsible of wrongdoing whereas others would embark on an 

information search to unearth as much exonerating idonnation as possible. However, I 

speculate that the vast majority of individuals would frlU somewhere in the middle of these 

two extremes. For example, an individual may want to test both hypotheses 

simultaneously. He or she may try to unearth as much Information as possible regardless of 

whether it is suggestive of innocence or guilt. I believe if my speculations concerning 

which hypothesis individuals were testing proved to be correct, this would also challenge 

the claim that people exposed to risk react by adopting a cautious approach to information 

processing. 

Although research to determine which hypothesis individuals are interested in 

testing is important, I believe the concerns associated with the assumptions behind the 

model of cautious processing and the diagnosticity of negative information must first be 

addressed. In essence, if people do not perceive negative information as more diagnostic, 

there may not be any reason for individuals to shift to a cautious mode of processing when 

exposed to negative or risky information. In addition, if both of these theories are founded 



on faulty assumptions, there is no reason for individuals to report wanting negative 

information when positive information is accessible. 

In brief, I believe that attempting to address why participants in the present study 

reported wanting more positive information about Rob and his motives than negative 

information is vktually impossible given that the expectations I held concerning this 

preference are steeped in theoretical assumptions that have clearly been challenged. 

Fourth Assumption: Increased Oatimism Leads to Buffering 

Earlier research on optimism seemed to suggest that individuals who are relatively 

optimistic about their risk of experiencing negative outcomes might fail to engage in 

behaviours to prevent these outcomes (e.g., Paloff, 1983; Weinstein, 1982). In essence, 

these individuals '8ufW' or deny thoughts concerning negative events (e.g., ignoring, 

discounting, or distorting thoughts concerning negative events) as opposed to engaging in 

behaviours to minimize the occummce of negative outcomes. 

In contrast, more recent research (e.g., Aspinwall & Bxunhart, 1996; Aspinwall & 

Taylor, 1992) suggests that increased optimism may not always lead to the denial-like 

kinds if responses previous theorists have presumed it does. Instead, people who are highly 

optimistic may be especially likely to pay attention to cues of risk and actively engage in 

behaviours designed to minimize negative outcomes. 

It will become evident as I discuss the unexpected interactions involving optimism 

that, contrary to the majority of literature on optimism, the pattern of results in the present 

study seem to cunform to the "active coping" strategy and thus challenge the buffedng 

perspective. 

Context x o~timisn interactions. Support for an active coping approach was 

demonstrated in several unanticipated optimism x context interactions. These interactions 



emerged on items assessing how much the additional information participants mceived 

excused Rob's behavior, how much the context justified Rob's behavior, the level of 

caution participants desind in making judgments based on the context, the amount of 

positive information participants reported they would need to conclude that Rob cares 

about Christa, the amount of short-tem damage caused to the relationship, and 

par&icipaats9 impressions of Rob. 

In each instance' the pattem was consistent: Low optimists did not diffa in their 
2.' 

evaluations as a hction of the contextual information they were assigned to read whereas 

high optimists did. For example, low optimists who read extenuating statements did not 

differ in reported desire for caution h m  those who read aggravating statements. The 

pattem was also consistent for high optimists: High optimists who received extenuating 

context consistently provided more favourable evaluations that did high optimists who 

received aggravating statements. For example, high optimists who read extenuating 

statements reported less desire for caution than high optimists who received aggravating 

statements. What does this pattem imply? 

Although I am not entirely certain that the past research concerning optimism can 

be generalized clearly to the present study, I would suggest that the pattern emerging in my 

data is more indicative of participants employing certain elements of the "active coping" 

approach than of the '8Uffering approach." For example, those people who are highly 

optimistic seem to be showing a tendency to view the information provided within the 

context statements as more usefbl or valuable. Past research has demonstrated this is 

indicative of active coping. Had participants exhiiited a "Uffering" approach, I would 

have expected the effect of context to be eliminated that is, I would have expected to find a 



pattern of results in which high optimists did not differentiate between the two types of 

context. 

Risk x o~timism interactions. Tentative support for an "active coping' approach is 

also apparent in several unexpected risk x optimism interactions. For example, disordinal 

risk x optimism interactions were found when participants were asked to evaluate the 

informational value of the context, and the usefdness of the third extenuating and fifth 

aggravating context statements, and how well the context was able to justifL Rob's 

behavior. Specifically, when evaluating the usefbhess of the context statements, Iow 

optimists who read the risk narrative indicated the statement was less useM than those who 

read the control narrative. Conversely, high optimists who read the risk narrative indicated 

the statement was more usefbl than those who r e d  the control narrative. In essence, the 

pattern obtained for high optimists is the pattern I would have expezted had the risk 

manipulation been effective throughout. 

As with the context x optimism i n t d o n ,  the pattern of findings among the risk x 

optimism interactions appears to support an active coping approach. Highly optimistic 

participants appear to view the statements as more usem when exposed to risk whereas 

low optimists do not. Had participants displayed a buffering strategy, I believe that those 

participants who were highly optimistic and who read the risk narrative would have rated 

the statements as less useful than high optimists in the control condition. 

Puzzling &dings. - In addition to the risk x optimisx~l interactions that appeared to 

provide support for an active coping response, two i n t d o m ,  failed to conform to either 

an active coping or a buffbring approach. When asked to indicate the amount of positive 

information they would need to feel justified in forgiving Rob, low optimists who read the 

risk narrative did not differ in their evaluation h m  those who read the control narrative. 



Similarly, high optimists who read the risk narrative did not differ from those who read the 

control narrative. In addition, reported desire for caution did not differ betw8e~1 low 

optimists who read the control or risk narrative and for high optimists who rr;sd the control 

or risk narrative. 

Given that both of these intnaaioas are marginally significant and that they involve 

the risk manipulation does not appear to have worked in the desired mannery I presume that 

these findings may simply be attri'butable to error. 

Also, I was surprised that context did not influmce the obtained risk x optimism 

interactions on several items. For example, when asked to indicate how well the context 

was able to justify Rob's behavior, there was a marginally significant risk x optimism 

interaction, however, context appears to have not moderated this interaction. Given that 

ratings did differ by context condition (i.e., there was a main effect of context on this item, 

and a context x optimism interaction) I am baaed as to why the three-way interaction 

failed to reach significance. 

A word of caution. Although I have attempted to make sense of the interactions I 

obtained, my interpretations concerning participants' tendency to exhibit an active coping 

strategy must be intezpreted with a caution. While many of my explanations for 

participants responses in the present study were based on Aspinwall and Brunhart's (1996) 

work, it is important to be cognizant of the fact that their study examined participants' 

responses to risk associated with'sun expslne and cigaretk smoking (i.e., personally 

relevant risks). The present study, in contrast, focused on subtle risks present in otha 

people's relationships. Due to the discrepancy w e e n  the two types of risks studied, I 

was required to speculate what an active coping response would look like in the present 



study. That is, based on the pattem of responses for high optimists obtained by Aspinwall 

and Bnmhart, I speculated how high optimists in the present study may respond. 

Im~lications. I believe my research has advanced possible implications concerning 

the manner in which highly optimistic individuals respond to negative information within 

romantic relationships. Contrary to what the majority of existing literature leads us to 

expect, highly optimistic individuals do not necessarily bury their heads into the proverbial 

sand at the first sign of threat. Instead, the results obtained in the present study are 

suggestive of a more active approach to negative idonnation. OveraU, high optimists 

appear to have been attentive to the negative information. 

I think this finding may have positive implications for people who are highly 

optimistic. This pattern may suggest that high optimists may generate reasons for their 

optimism. These individuals might actively engage in behaviom designed to minimize the 

likelihood of negative outcomes. For example, they might remain vigilant for signs that 

bad things may occur and then act to reduce the likelihood of the negative outcome. If this 

were the case, I would argue that highly optimistic individuals have every reason to be 

optimistic that more good things wil l  occur than bad. 

In addition to the possible implications for high optimists, I believe the lack of 

differences for low optimists between risk and especially context7 conditions is also worthy 

of M e r  exploration. Why didn't responses for low optimists vary depending on the type 

of context they received? Perhaps ratings by low optimists did not vary by context 

condition because low optimists believe that bad things and good things are equally likely 

to occur (as opposed to optimists who think that good things are more likely to occur). Or, 

' I will only focus on context since I am less confident about the true nature of the 
interactions involving risk given the failed risk manipulation 



perhaps people who reported low levels of optimism are actually pessimists and therefore 

expect bad things to occur? 

In sum, I believe that given the consistent trends for both high and low optimists in 

the present study, firture work should focus on development of the active coping model. I 

think that the pattern of responses for high optimists in the present study suggests that 

optimism does not necessarily lead individuals to ignore or repress thoughts about negative 

information but instead, to face negative or risky information in a pro-active marma. 

Limitations 

Although I have already addressed the concerns with the risk narrative and the 

assumptions behind the model of cautious processing, there were also several limitations 

involving the sample tested and the context statements employed. 

First, the sample I obtained was less than ideal in a number of ways. I had initially 

hoped to test only those people between the ages of 18-25 involved in dating relationships. 

Dw to slow sign-up rates however, I relaxed my participation criteria to include a l l  people 

regardless of age, dating, or marital status (i.e., those not in relationships and those who 

were manied). Also problematic at the same time, the composition of the sample was 

heterogeneous in tams of age and relationship experience but the sample was 

homogeneous in terms of gender (threequarters of the sample was female). By having a 

primarily fanale sample, I was not able to test for differences between the pattern of male 

and females responses. 

In light of Naim's findings concerning relationship length (i.e., short vs. long-tam 

relationships), the mixture of participants (i.e., some who were not in relationships, some 

who were married, some in short-tam relationships, some in long-tam relationships) I 

tested in this study may have seriously hindered my attempts to find the risk effects I 



anticipated- In essence, the anticipated effects of risk may have been nullified due to the 

possible diffaence in ratings provided by those people in diffaent types of relationships. 

Another difference between the present study and the study by Naim (2000), was 

the absence of a "no context" condition. In h a  study, Naim provided participants with 

aggravating, extenuating or no context. In doing so, she was able to contrast ratings for 

those who received positive and negative information with the baseline condition. 

Interestingly, Nairn discovered that those participants who received no context did not 

differ in their evaluations h m  those who received aggravating context. Again, this 

challenges the assumption that negative information is most diagnostic when making 

decisions. 

I believe that by removing the "no context" condition in the present study, I 

removed the "baseline" by which to confidently interpret the context effects. Had I 

incorporated a "no context" group, I would have been able to determine whether 

participants who received the aggravating statements would have diffkrentiated between 

negative context and no context at all. 

I also believe that this study is limited in generdizabi1.i. The vast majority of 

individuals who participated in this study were female, Caucasian, and young. Obviously, 

this sample is not representative of the vast majority of individuals within our society. 

Given these limitations, generalization of these results must be done with caution until 

individuals representing other groups (e.g., males, people not enrolled in university, other 

ethnic groups) have been tested. 

Finally, 1 suspect that the statistical power of the present study may have been weak 

I predicted numerous three-way interactions involving risk, context, and optimism. Had I 



-tested a greater number of participants, perhaps more of the anticipated interactions would 

have emerged. 

Conclusions 

This project was developed based on the assumption that when exposed to risk 

people will respond in a cautious manna, that individuals perceive negative information to 

be more diagnostic than positive information, that people are more concerned with 

determining guilt than innocence, and that highly optimistic people tend to ignore or buffer 

as opposed to actively cope with adversity. I believe that the results of this research 

provide clear evidence that these assumptions are not as accurate as I had believed. 

Participants in this study failed to exhibit caution when exposed to risk, indicated they 

believed positive information was more diagnostic than negative, were more interested in 

assigning innocence than guilt, and high optimists displayed active coping strategies as 

opposed to buffering. 

Although I was not able to explore the predicted relationships, I do not believe the 

present study was a fdm. Instead, I believe the obtained patterns of e f f ~  (or non 

effects) in the present study are suggestive of the need for fixher theoretical refinement, 

development, and testing. I believe that by conducting M e r  research to address these 

limitations, we will better understand how people in romantic relationships interpret the 

actions of and make decisions concerning those they care about 
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Participant no. 
Pkase choose the most applicable answer. S o w  questions may require you to select 
more than one answer. 

1. Your gender M F 

2. Your age: Y- 

3. Which of the following groups do you identify with? (choose all that apply) 
a) caucasian e) first nations (indigenous peoples) 
b) &can american f) east indian 
c) hispanic g) middle eastern 
d) asian h) other (please specifl) 

4. What year of university are you in? Year 

5. How many psychology courses have you taken (including this semester)? 
half courses 

6. What is your biological parents' relationship status? 
a) mamed to each other e) divorced and remarried / common law 
b) common law f) widow/widower 
c) separated but not divorced g) widow/widower but remarried / common law 
d) divorced h) other 

7. Are a u  amntly involved in a romantic relationship? no Yes 
If you answered yes: 

a) how long have you been involved in the relationship? months 
b) your partner's gender is: F M 
c) please indicate which of the following best d e s c n i s )  your relationship. (choose 
all that apply) 

1) casuaI dating 
2) exclusive datinglquite serious 
3) exclusive datinglvery serious 
4) engaged 
5) cohabiting 
6) married 

d) Please use the foIIowing scale to answer the 3 questions below: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

not at all moderately extremely 
a) how satisfied are you with your relationship? 
b) how successll is your relationship? 
c) how happy are you with your partner? 



Your Task 

The god of this study is to examine how personality characteristics influence the manner in 
which individuals view themselves and others. You will be asked to complete a variety of 
questionnaire measwe. It is expected that this task will take approximately 60 minutes for 
you to complete. Once you have finished, I will discuss the study with you in more detail 
and answer any questions you may have at that time. 



Be as accurate and honest as you can throughout As well, try not to allow your answer on 
one question to influence your answers to otha questions. Finally, rememba that there are 
no correct or incomect answers. - 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
-0ngl~ neutral -@Y 
disagree agree 

1. In uncertain tirnes, I usually expect the best. 

2. It's easy for me to relax. 

3. If something can go wrong for me, it will. 

- 4. I always look on the bright side of things. 

5. I'm always optimistic about my fbture. 

6. I enjoy my fiends a lot. 

7. It's important for me to keep busy. 

8. I hardly ever expect things to go my way. 

9. Things never work out the way I want than to. 

10. I don't get upset too easily. 

1 1. I'm a believer in the idea that "every cloud has a silver lining." 

12. I rarely count on good things happing to me. 



Research shows that the presence of certain characteristics can foster the growth of a 
healthy romantic relationship. Using the scale below, please rate the extent to which you 
think each characteristic is typical of the average dating relationship: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
not at neutral V W  

ail typical typid 

In the average dating relationship, partners: 

1. Handle conflict constructively 
2. Are happy with each other "just the way they are" 
3. Share with each other 
4. Know what the other's really thinking most of the time 
5. Feel completely satisfied with their relationship 
6. Have truly compatible personalities 
7. Are able to communicate effkctively about relationship anxieties and concerns 
8. Have compatible interests 
9. Keep their promises to each other 
10. Share the same lif-s (i.e. marriage, careers) 
1 1. Agree on the level of closeness appropriate to different situations 
12. Are truly responsive to each other's needs 
13. Believe that the relationship will succeed 
14. Are confident depending on one another 



Research shows that the presence of ceaain characteristics can foster the p w t h  of a 
healthy romantic relationship. Using the scale below, please rate the extent to which you 
think each characteristic is typical of your dating relationship: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
not at neutral VerY 

all typical typical 

M y  partner and I: 

1. Handle conflict constructively 
2. Are happy with each other "jut the way we are" 
3. Share with each other 
4. Know what the other's really thinking most of the time 
5. Feel completely satisfied with our relationship 
6. Have truly compatible personalities 
7. Are able to communicate effectively about relationship anxieties end concans 
8. Have compatiile interests 
9. Keep our promises to each other 
10. Share the same life-gods (i.e. marriage, careers) 
1 1. Agree on the level of closeness appropriate to different situations 
12. Are truly responsive to each other's needs 
1 3. Believe our relationship will succeed 

14. Are coddent depending on one another 



Below are some items looking at how you generally respond to situations in romantic 
relationships. Please use the rating scale below to rate the manner in which you typically 
respond to such situations. We are interested in your present thoughts about these issues. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
not at al l  very true 

true of me of me 

1. I go into romantic relationships expecting the worst, even though I know things 
usually work well. 

2. I generally go into a romantic relationship with positive expectations about how 
good a partner I wiIl be. 

3. I've generally done pretty well in romantic relationships in the past. 

4. I often think about what it will be like if my romantic relationship does very 
poorly- 

5. I often think about what it will be like if my romantic relationship does very 
well- 

6.1 often think about what I would do if my romantic relationship was going very 
poorly- 

7. I often try to figure out how likely it is that I will be a good partner in a romantic 
relationship. 

8. When I am a good partner in a romantic relationship, I often feel relieved. 

9. When I am a good partner in a romantic relationship, I feel really happy. 



h responding to these statements, please consider whether you believe the stated events are 
more, less or equally likely to occur in your relationship in comparison to the typical or 
average relationship. In thinking about the typical or average relationship, please consider 
a relationship of approximately the same length as your relationship with your current 
partner. Please use the scale below to respond to each statement: 

1 much less likely to occur in my relationship than in the typical relationship 
2 
3 
4 equally probable in my relationship and the typical relationship 
5 
6 
7 much more likely to occur in my relationship than in the typical relationship 

1. Becoming closer to my partner even when external events or forces conspire to 

tear our relationship apart. 

2. The love my partner and I share continuing to grow. 

3. M y  partner and I becoming happier and even more satisfied with our 

relationship than we are today. 

4. My partner and I discovexing enas in which our needs conflict in a serious way. 

5. My partner or 1 being attracted enough to another person to consider leaving our 

relationship. 

6. My partner and I growing M e r  apart as we discover negative aspects of our 

relationship. 

7. My partner and I nwer tiring of one another's company no matter how much 

time we spend together. 

8. Our relationship breaking up within the next 6 months. 

9. Om relationship leading to marriage. 

10. My partner or I questioning our involvement with one another as we discover 

one another's faults. 

11. The passion my partner and I share ranaining as intense as it is today. 



Below is a list of characteristics that people typically possess to varying degrees. Research 
shows that the extent to which you possess these characteristics can strongly impact the 
success of your relationship. Using the scale below, please rate yourself, in tams of how 
typical the attniute is of you in comparison to an "average" pason who is in a relationship. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
less typical more typical 

of me of me 
than of the than of the 

average person average person 

1. openness 
2. trustworthiness 
3. caring 

4. patience 
5. honesty 
6. predictability 
7. respedkhess 

8. dependability 
9. willingness to forgive 
10. slow to anger 



Listed below are ten statements. Please use the scale provided to rate each of them 
according to how you think they reflect your feelings about yourself. Be as honest and as 
open as possible. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
stron@~ neither Str0ngl~ 
disagree agree nor 

disagree 

1. I feel that I am a person of worth, at least on an equal basis with others. 
2.1 feel that I have a number of good +ties. 

3. All in all, I am inclined to feel that I am a Mure. 
4. I am able to do things as well as most other people. 
5. I feel I do not have much to be proud of. 
6. I take a positive attitude towards myself. 
7. On the whole, I am satisfied with myself. 
8. I wish I could have more respect for myself. 
9. I d y  feel useless at times. 
10. At times I think I am no good at all. 



Using the scale below as a guide, write a number beside each statement to indicate how 
much you agree with it. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
not true somewhat very true 

true 

1. My f h t  impressions of people usually turn out to be right. 
2. 1: would be hard for me to break m y  of my bad habits. 
3. I don't care to know what other people really think of me. 
4. I have not always been honest with myself 
5. I always know why I like things. 

6. When my emotions are aroused, it biases my thinking. 
7. Once I've made up my mind, otha people can seldom change my opinion. 
8. 1 am not a safe driver when I exceed the speed limit. 
9. I am fully in control of my own fate. 
10. It's hard for me to shut off a disturbing thought. 
1 3 .  I never regret my decisions. 
12. I sometimes lose out on things because I can't make up my mind soon enough. 
13. The reason I vote is because I can make a difference. 
14. My parents were not always firir when they punished me. 
15. I am a completely rational person. 
16. I rarely appreciate criticism. 
17. I am very confident of my judgments. 
18. I have sometimes doubted my ability as a lover, 

19. It's all right with me if some people happen to dislike me. 
20. I don't always h o w  the reasons why I do the things I do. 



The following are some statements on feelings, attitudes, and behaviour. Read each 
statement and decide if it is true or fdse in reference to yourself. Check "1" if the 
statements is true, and "2" if it is Mse. Be honest, but do not spend too much time over any 
one statement As a rule, first impressions are as accurate as any. 

1. People often disappoint me. 
2. If I could get into a movie without paying and be sure I was not seen I would 
probably do it. 
3. I tend to keep on at a thing until others lose tlieir patience with me. 
4. I do not always teIl the truth. 
5. I frequently find myself worrying about something. 
6. I have ofken met people who were supposed to be experts who were no better 
than I. 
7. I sweat very easily even on cool days. 
8. I like to h o w  some important people because it makes me feel important 
9. I think of ways to get even with certain people. 
10. I often think, "I wish I were a child again." 
1 1. Most people I know would say I am a cheerful pason. 
12. I do not like everyone I know. 
1 3. I find discussion about sex slightly annoying. 
14. I gossip a little at times. 
15. Sometime at elections I vote for men whom I know very little. 
16. I usually have to stop and think before I act even in trifling matters. 
1 7. Once in a while I laugh at dirty jokes. 
18. Sometimes when I am not feeling well I am cross. 
19. I have never felt better in my life than I do now. 
20. I am more of a "happy-go-lucLy" person than a deep thinker. 
2 1. I do not read every editorial in the newspaper every day. 
22. I try to plan in advance what to do if cextain threatening situations were to 
arise. 
23. Once in a while I put off until tomorrow what I ought to do today. 
24. I work under a great deal of tension, 
25. My table manners are not quite as good at home as when I am out in company. 
26. When things go wrong, I &mot rest until I've corrected the situation. 
27. I would rather win than lose in a game. 
28. I worry over money and business. 
29. I like to let people know where I stand on things. 
30. I think a great many people exaggerate their misfortune in order to gain the 
sympathy and help of others. 
3 1. When I leave home I tend to worry about such things as whether the door is 
locked and the windows closed. 
32. It takes a lot of argument to convince most people of the truth. 
33. I am not easily awakened by noise. 
34. Most people will use somewhat d a i s  means to gain profit or an advantage 
rather than lose it. 
35. I have very few quarrels with members of my family. 
36. Ofken I can't understand why I have been so cross and grouchy. 



37. I rarely wonder what hidden reason another person may have for doing 
something nice for me. 
38. Criticism or scolding hurts me terxiily. 
39. I am not often troubled with disturbing thoughts. 
40. I certainly feel useless at times. 
41. I have daydreams that I make a fool of sameone who knows more than I do. 
42. At times my thoughts have raced ahead fasta than I could speak them. 
43. I never get angry. 
44. It makes me impatient to have people ask my advice or otherwise int-t me 
when I am working on something important. 
45. I have sometimes felt that diffidtiies were piling up so hi& that I could not 
overcome them. 
46. Everything is turning out just like the prophets of the Bible said it would. 
47. At times I feel like swearing. 
48. People have too much sex on their minds. 
49. What others think of me does not bother me. 
50. I sometimes tease animals. 
51. I am against giving money to beggars. 
52. Most nights I go to sleep without thoughts or ideas bothering me. 
53. It makes me unwmfortable to put on a stunt at a p- even when others are 
doing the same sort of things. 
54. I tend to get along well with people and am liked by almost everybody. 
55. At times I am full of energy. 
56. Bad words, often terrible words, come into my mind and I cannot get rid of 
them. 
57. I find it hard to make talk when I meet new people. 
58. 1 have a habit of counting things that are not important such as bulbs on 
electric signs, and so forth. 
59. I get mad easily and then get over it soon. 
60. I find it hard to set aside a task that I have undertaken, even for a short time. 
6 1. Sex education should not be part of the hi@ school curriculum. 
62. When in a p u p s  of people I have trouble thinLiag of the right things to talk 
about. 
63. I newr get so mad as to feel like beating or smashing tbinp. 
64. I think nearly anyone would tell a lie to keep out of trouble. 
65. I almost never think of things too bad to talk about. 
66. I have periods in which I feel unusually cheerful without any special reason. 



Participant # 

A Questionnaire Study: Evrlflations of Relationship Accounts 

In this study, you will be asked to read and evaluate two events that occurred in romantic 
relationships for possible use in hture studies. Once you have completed these tasks, 1 will 
discuss the experiment with you in detail and answa any questions you may have. 



This scale consists of a number of words that describe different feelings and emotions. 
Please read each item and then mark the appropriate response in the space next to the 
word. bdicate to what extent you fecl this way rhht now, that is, at the present 
moment. Use the following scale to record your responses: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
not at all moderately extremely 

- calm - distressed 

, tense content 

worried -& 

nervous relaxed 

composed 

- sad 
comfortable 

concerned 

uncertaiu 

- satisfied 

w - y  

confident 



ACCOUNT #1 

The first account we would like you to read and evaluate is on the next page. It was written 
by a student who participated in a previous study in our lab. All of the names have been 
changed to protect the identity of those involved. In that study, participants were given the 
following instructions for wxiting their accounts: 

"Please describe an event or experience h r n  your current dating relationship. We would 
like you to desm'be the f a d  sequence of events that ocnmed. Lata you will have an 
opportunity to provide any kther details that you think are important to understanding the 
event, but for this first phase we would like you to try to stick to the bare bones of the 
story." 

Please read this account and answer the questions that follow it. 



Name: Christa 
Age: 22 years 
Occupation: Full time student at the University of Calgary 
Year of mdy: Third 
Major: Economics 
Length of relationship: I year 
Relationship Classification: Exclusive dating/quite serious 

"I gave my boyfriend, Rob, a call on Wednesday night at about 8pm, knowing that he 
would probably be in at that time. Early in the conversation it was obvious that he had 
company, so I let him get back to whatever he was doing. At about 10:00pm, I got the 
return call. He said he was still busy but that he would call me the next day. 

When I woke up the next morning around 9:00am, I decided to go o v a  to Rob's house to 
surprise him with some coffee and muffins. I knocked on the door but there was no answer 
(thankfully, I had remembered to bring the extra key he had given me for his house). I let 
myself in the back door and called out his name but he didn't come out to greet me. I 
thought that he may have still been sleeping since it was still fkirly early so I quietly made 
my way down the hall towards his bedmom. As I passed the living room, I saw Rob's ex- 
girlfiend Michelle sitting on the couch watching television! I was so mprised to see her 
sitting there I turned and left I lmew I should give him the benefit of the doubt, but the 
whole time I was driving around I couldn't help thinking '5s he sleeping with her behind 
my back?". 



In a separate part of the session, Christa supplied the following additional information 
to fiuther explain the situation. PI- read through each section carefdly. 

Lately, Rob has seemed preoccupied with something. He's out late at night a lot and often 
I'm not sure where he is. 

In both of my conversations with him that night Rob seemed more interested in keeping 
Michelle entertained that in talking to me when I phoned. Shouldn't I be more important to 
him than his ex-girlfiend? 

More than once I've overheard Rob and his fiends tallcing about how "hot" Michelle is. 
I've nwer heard them say that about me. 

Once or twice Rob's laughed at me when I told him that I feel mcodortable knowing that 
he still keeps in touch with his ex's. 

I've always made sure Rob doesn't have to worry about my ex's, but he doesn't take my 
concerns about his ex-girlfriends seriously. He knows how I feel when he makes a point of 
calling them or seeing them. 



In a separate part of the session, Cbrista supplied the following additional 
information. Please read through each section urefidly. 

Rob and Michelle have been fiends since they were kids.. .it's no wonder they are sti l l  
good fiends even now after they've broken-up. 

Even though he insisted I didn't have to, when I d e d  Rob at lOpm I decided not to keep 
him on the line. I could hear at least two other voices in the background, a guy and a girl, 
and I didn't want to intermpt, 

Michelle is engaged which means I really shouldn't worry about her being interested in 
Rob. 

I know that Rob is very committed to "us". We are moving in together when my lease nms 
out at the end of this semester so I know he'd never do anything to jeopardize our 
relationship. 

We've been going out for over a year now and Rob has never given me any reason not to 
trust what he says about what he's doing. 



ACCOUNT #2 

Please read this account carefally and answer the questions that follow it. 

Ddelle's Story 

My best Kend Ellen and her boyfriend Stephen broke up several weeks ago after 
going out for just over a year. Ellen told me that she had no idea it was going to hurt so 
much to lose Stephen. They had a good relationship overall but things just eroded ova  
time, things just changed. I don't know if either one of them had control over it. It just 
seemed to happen. There were no warning signs. 

Ellen told me that Stephen said that he didn't want to hurt ha,  which is why he had 
been hesitant to tell Ellen about his doubts about their relationship earlier on. Stephen tried 
to explain to her how he felt like they'd just sort of grown apart in the last couple of 
months. In the long run Ellen ended up hurt anyways and I know she wishes he would 
have been more open with her when he first started having doubts about their wmpab'bility. 
It was very easy to fall in love with her right h m  the start and that they had some good 
things going for them in the relationship. But, as time passed, he began to have some 
doubts about how well they suited each other on a deepery more serious level. 

Ellen says she always thought she'd know if things were changing in their 
relationship or if the relationship was coming to an end, so she was caught off-guard when 
he finally told her how he felt. Fourteen months may not be forever, but they both had 
invested a lot in this relationship. Ellen told me she thought this was nit,w the relationship 
that would last, the real thing. So she wasn't really thinking about what might happen if 
they broke up. This got me thinking, I know most dating relationships end at some point or 
another, but nobody goes into a relationship thinking "The relationship probably won't 
last"?? 

Since the break-up Ellen said that she has really begun to notice all the ways she 
depended on Stephen in their relationship. Maybe you have to break up in order to realize 
clearly just what it is that you've lost A good relationship involves learning to depend on 
another. You can't be close to another person unless you're willing to be a bit vulnerable, 
willing to rely on someone else for some of your needs to be met. Uafortmately, this 
leaves you open to the possibility of being hurt, although I don't thinlr people like to think 
that way. 

I know that now Ellen almost wishes that she'd never fden in love with Stephen 
because she hurts twice as bad now that it's over. Lave's supposed to keep you together, 
not make it worse when things fall apart True love is supposed to conquer all. If you 
really love someone, things are supposed to work out. Maybe she was too naive in 
believing this. She seems to think that it's partly h a  fault for getting so involved. She says 
that she feels she should have been more careful and should never have let things get to the 
point where she would end up.= hurt. Of course, I think part of her knows this kind of 
pessimistic thinking is just 20-20 hindsight, just her anger at being hurt leaking out, but 
lmowing this doesn't change the way she fals inside. 



After thinking about it, I've decided that a good relationship requins just the right 
fit between two people, and not just on the d c e  levels, but deeper down, too. It takes a 
lot of luck and effort to make things work out. Relationships are kind of fragile things. I 
thought things were okay because they rarely fought and they talked a whole lot Ellen told 
me that she never imagined that it would hurt so much if things ever did go wrong because 
she felt they had such a good and healthy relationship. But she was wrong. I guess love 
means acknowledging the fact that you're depending on someone else and that it can really 
hurt when that someone else leaves. 

She is probably feeling pretty vulnerable right now since she has realized that 
getting involved with someone is risky as hell. ThiaLing about this I've realized just how 
h g i l e  relationships really are, how many things can change, how the chemistry of fitting 
together is just so damn delicate. There's so much to lose when you get close to another 
person, and being in a relationship is a huge investment. 

Seeing how a good relationship like Ellen's can end so easily7 it makes me wonder 
why we bother to get involved at all. Why do we believe in these illusions about love and 
happiness and always being together? Maybe we just need to think this way or we'd be too 
iosanae to ever get involved? Stephen told Ellen he still cares about h a  as a fiend, but 
that doesn't make her feel any better. They were so much more than "just" friends. I h o w  
she really feels hurt, and she can't help taking this personally. They had so much invested 
in this relationship. After everything they've shared, Ellen doesn't want to be just fiends 
with Stephen. 

I used to think that nothing bad like falling out of love would happen to me but if it 
can happen to Ellen, it can happen to anyone. What happened to Elien really drives home 
the fact that just being in love isn't a guarantee that you've found the right person for you 
Things like that, like whetha you and your partner are truly compatible or not only kind of 
get tested over the longer term. It's easy to love someone and still be wrong for them. 
When half of all maniages end in divorce, what makes me think that my own relationship 
will last? 



TASK #2 

Please describe in detail as many reasons as you can to exp- why people often f-1 
insecure in romantic relationships. Tbis task should take rppmxhately 10 minutes. 
Feel free to use the back of the page if necessary. 



ACCOUNT #t 

Please read this account and answer the questions that follow it. 

DanieIIe9s Story 

My best fiend, Ellen, met her barnend, Stephen, a little more than a year ago 
while working for Parks and Rec over the summer. She had just finished her second year 
of university, and he had just moved to the city after working out of province for a couple 
of years in his uncle's business out in Vancouver. It was tough to get a job that summer but 
all three of us were lucky and managed to get on with the city. 

We were assigued to the same work crew so obviously Ellen and Stephen met right 
away, I mean on the first day of work in early May. But it wasn't as though they fell in 
love at first sight or anything like that. It actually took several weeks for things to even 
begin to develop. I Nppose it might have been different if either one of them had been 
looking for a relationship at the time but neither of them was. 

If you asked them to descn'be how they met, Stephen's story would be a little 
different than Ellen's. I know, for example, Stephen thinks that she was the £irst one to 
express interest in him. She doesn't agree. I was the one that pointed him out to her one 
day while we were laying sod in a new playground area somewhere. I told Ellen that he 
had this fimny way of looking at her whenever her work brought them near to each other, 
like he was kind of paying more attention to her than you'd expect if his mind was just on 
work She had no idea what I was talking about, of course, since she hadn't seem it herseIfy 
so she more or less ignored what I said. But when it was time to go back to the shop for 
lunch and we were piling into the trucks for the drive back, she actually caught Stephen 
watching her while she was walking past the truck he was driving and she began to wonder 
if I was right after all. Like I said she wasn't really out looking for a relationship, so even 
though she'd seen him looking at her with interest, she kind ofjust shrugged her shoulders 
and kept walking. Pretty much put the whole thing out of her mind at the time, I guess. 

Ellen and I w m  on a coffee break at work the next day and she told me she had 
caught Stephen looking at her. I said some$hing like 'so, give it a shot, the guy's been 
watching your every move for the past few weeks' and basically pushed her in his direction 
and that was it. She glanced over in Stephen's direction and decided my idea might not be 
a bad one. When she caught his eye, Stephen looked at her with this really intriguing d e  
and then turned away to continue working. 

Soy at lunch I made her sit beside him and try to start a conversation. It was the k t  
time she really took the time to look at him carefully and listen to what he was saying- It 
didn't take too much longer for Ellen to realize that she liked what she was getting to know 
about Stephen. Even then it's not as though their redationship developed overnight They 
started arranging things so that they could work together when they got the chance, just to 
talk. And then one day it was raining so hard that it was impossible for any of us to work 
outside so the boss gave us the rest of the day off. Ellen and I were leaving the shop and I 
nudged h a  and asked her what Stephen was going to do now that we had a half a day fiee. 



1 could tell she was kind of hoping we'd tind him somewhere near the door waiting for us 
on our way out. Well, we left the building and we were just about to give up when she saw 
him outside just about to climb into his car. He waved to us, and when we came nearer be 
asked us if we had any plans for the afternoon. We said we didn't, and asked him what he 
was going to do. He said he didn't know. We invited him to spend the afternoon with us 
instead of going home and being b o r d  

A f k  talking about it for a while as we drove around, we al l  went to the mall and 
decided to go to a movie. None of us actually remembers which one, so it couldn't have 
been anything exciting. After that we drove around again for a while. We stopped for 
dinner at some roadside place not far fiom the mall. The burgers there weren't bad and the 
adkshakes were pretty good. We talked about a bunch of stuff. I guess mainly work and 
the people we knew there, some stuff about school as well. Ellen and I told him about the 
camping trip we went on last summer. You know, pretty casual stuff. The three of us had 
a pretty good time. We weren't out very late because we had to be back to work early the 
next day. 

I suppose you could call that their first date, even though I went dong with than. 
There really isn't much more to tell after that. ... things just sort of progressed, slowly but 
comfoltaby if you know what I mean. So you see, Stephen would tell you that Ellen was 
the one who made the first move by choosing to sit by him at lunch that day and sort of 
starting things going. But, in Ellen's opinion, and I agree, Stephen had been sending her 
subtle signals that he was interested in h a  for quite a while. 



Please describe, in de- as many destinations and activities for a couple's first date 
.s you can. This task shoald take approximately 10 mfnutes. Feel tne to o r  the back 
of the page if necessary. 



TASK #S 

Please use the rating scale below to make the following estimates. We are interested 
ia your present thoughts about these issues. 

1. What is the likelihood that the average relationship will break-up? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
no chance certain 

2. How much loss does the average person experience when their dating relationship breaks 
up? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
no extreme 
loss loss 

3. How concaned is the average person that their dating relationship will break-up? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
not at all VerY 
concerned concerned 

4. How much does the average person in a dating relationship fear breaking-up? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
no very 
fear fkightened 



TASK #6 

Please use the rating scale Wow to rate the extent to which you agree or disagree with 
each statement. Again, we are interested in your present thoughts about these issues. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
strongly -ngly 

disagree agree 

1. Any problems that d a c e  in a relationship can be worked through successftlly if 
the partners truly love each other. 

2. Most dating relationships at one time or another encounter serious conflicts of 
interest which h t e n  their existence. 

3. Part of being in a relationship is facing the risk of someday losing the relationship. 

4. People often get more dependent on relationships than they ever come to realize 
until it is too late. 

5. The benefits of being in a relationship outweigh the msts. 

6. I believe a pason always knows when his or h a  relationship is corning to an 
end. 

7. Good relationships become happier and wen more satisfying as time goes on. 

8. Relationships are enormously risky. 

9. It is difficult for most people to be absolutely certain that their partner will always 
care for them. 

10. Most people worry about losing what they've invested in a relationship if it ever 
breaks up. 

1 1. Many things can change in a relationship as time goes on. 

12. Being in a relationship means putting yourself on the line. 

- 13. Part of being in a relationship means being prepared to be hurt. 

14. If a relationship is corning to end, there an tell-tale signs that are obvious to both 
partners. 

1 5. There are no "guarantees" in relationships. 



TASK# 
Take a moment and remember back to the first account you read. Christa's initial 
response to finding Michelle at Rob's place was one of shock, surprise, and confrrsion, 
wondering if Rob was cheating on her. Bearing this in mind, please mswtr the 
foUowing questions. 

The incident described in the account was: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

very vefy 
negative positive 

How much did Rob intend to upset Christa? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

not at all extremely 

How responsible was Rob for upsetting Christa? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

not at all extremely 
responsible responsible 

How much does Rob deserve to be blamed for upsetting Christa? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

not at all extremely 
blameworthy blameworthy 

How likely would you be to suggest to Christa that she forgive Rob for upsetting 
her this way? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
not at all extremely 

likely likely 

How much short-tam damage was done to Chtista and Rob's relationship by this 
incident? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
absolutely severe & extensive 

no damage damage 

How likely do you think it is that Rob slept with Michelle behind Christa's back? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

not at all extremely 
likely likely 



TASK #8 

Next, we wodd B e  to know your impressions of Rob, based upon what you read 
Please circle the number that best reflects your opinion of Rob's character. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
sincere insincere 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
honest dishonest 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
untrustworthy trustworthy 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
considerate inconsiderate 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
disloyal loyal 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Secure  insecure 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
-i3 distrusting 



TASK #9 

The folbwing set of judgments refer to your impressions of the additional contcxl 
information that Christa provided to help you understand what happened and its 
place in her relationship with Rob (this refers to the separate sheet of information you 
were given after having read the narrative). Please respond to each of the following 
items as openly and honestly as possible. We are interested in your candid opinions 
about the value or merit of this information. 

When you make the following judgements, please consider how the additional contest 
you received helped you to interpret or understand the situation Christa described? 

How informative was the additional context you received? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

not at all informative extremely informative 

How relevant was the additional context you received? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

not at all relevant extremely relevant 

How clearly did the context you received speak to the nature of Rob's motives in the 
incident descriied? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
not at all clearly extremely clearly 

In your opinion, how seriously should this contextual information be considered 
in deciding whether Rob deserves to be forgiven? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
not at all seriously extremely seriously 

How much does the additional context you received excuse Rob's behaviour? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

not at all entirely 

How much does the additional context you received justify Rob's behaviour? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

not at all entirely 

To what extent would you need more information about the context in which this incident 
occurred in order to feel justified in forgiving Rob's behaviour in this incident? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
I'd need no I would need 

fi,uther information a great deal more idonnation 



Now please comsider the following statements abut  the contextd infocrrmtion 
Chrioo provided and the crtmt to which you agree or dbgme with erb statement, 
Plewruethewleklontoindiateyo~rrapo~toarL~mcilt= 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
-W~Y neutral -ngly 
d%Y= agree 

1. The contextual infomation I d v e d  is insufiicient to waxrant excusing Rob for 
his behaviour 

2. I would consider the contextual infixmation I received biwy relevant to any 
general conclusion that I might make about what Rob's motives are in their 
relationship. 

3. Rob's behaviour in this incident should be taken at face value. 

4. It would be unwise to excuse Rob's behaviour solely on the basis of any 
justifications Christa might offa to explain this behaviour. 

- 5. I would rather be cautious and iwore the contextual information I received when 
drawing conclusions about Rob's behaviour, even though it means I might be 
wrong. 

6. I feel confident that there are good reasons why Rob acted the way he did. 

- 7. I would need a great deal of evidence of Rob's good motives before I would feel 
safe excusing his behaviour. 

- 8. In judging the broader implications of the Rob's behaviour, Fd rather err on the 
side of giving him the benefit of the doubt than on the side of assuming his 
intentions to be selfish or inconsiderate. 

9.1 would feel completely comfortable trusting the contextual information I received 
when drawing conclusions about Rob's khaviour in their relationship mote 
generally- 

10. I would need a great deal of evidence of the Rob's bad motives before I would 
feel safe condemning his behaviour. 

1 1. No amount of evidence could completely justify Rob's behaviour. 



Task #I1 

If the circumstances were such that you could only have access to one type of 
information, which type would you prefer to receive? (Check onlv one) 

a) information indicating Rob's motives may have been unselfish 

or benevolent. 

b) information indicating Rob's motives may have been selfish or 

inconsiderate 

Please justifL your previous response by answering the following question. 

Why would you prefer to receive that type of information? 

1. a) Based on what I have read, I would need a lot more positive evidence to conclude 
that Rob truly cares about his relationship with Christa. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
-nsly m a s l y  
agree disagree 

b) Based on what I have read, I would need a lot more negative evidence to 
conclude that Rob truly does not care about his relationship with Christa. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
-0nkZly stronsly 
disagree agree 



Task #I2 

As indicated previously, the author of the h t  account also supplied this dditionaf 
information about the incident. Please re-read each statement urd indicate how 
usem you felt each statements was in helping you draw conclusions about Rob using 
the foUowing s d e :  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
not at ail extremely 

usefid usefill 

- Lately, Rob has seemed preoccupied with something. He's out late at night a lot 
and often I'm not sure where he is. 

- In both of my conversations with him that night Rob seemed more interested in 
keeping Michelle entertained that in talking to me when I phoned. Shouldn't I be 
more important to him than his ex-girlfiiend? 

- More than once I've ovaheard Rob and his fiends talking about how '%ot" 
Michelle is. I've never heard them say that about me. 

Once or twice Rob's laughed at me when I told him that I feel uncomfortable 
knowing that he still keeps in touch with his ex's. 

- I've always made sure Rob doesn't have to worry about my ex's, but he doesn't 
take my concerns about his ex-girlgends seriously. He knows how I feel when he 
makes a point of calling than or seeing them. 



As indicated previously, the author of the first account also supplied this additional 
information about the incident. Please re-read each statement and indicste how 
usefid you felt each statements was in helping you draw condusions about Rob using 
the following scale: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
not at all extremely 
useM useful 

Rob and Michele have been fiends since they were kids.. .it's no wonder they are still 
good fkiends even now after they've broken-up. 

- Even though he insisted I didn't have to, when I called Rob at lOpm I decided not to 
keep him on the line. I could hear at least two other voices in the background, a guy 
and a girl, and I didn't want to interrupt. 

- Michelle is engaged which meens I really shouldn't wony about her being interested in 
Rob. 

I know that Rob is very committed to "us". W e  are moving in together when my lease 
runs out at the end of this semester so I know he'd never do anything to jeopardize our 
relationship. 

- We've been going out for over a year now and Rob has never given me any reason not 
to trust what he says about what he's doing. 



How long ago was your last break-up expezience (either with your curnnt paftner or a 
previous partner)? 

Months 

Using the scale below, please indicate how negative or severe your last break-up experience 
was: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
not at all moderately extremely 

negative/severe negative/severe negative/severe 



Table B I 

Main effects of o~timism. risk and context for ~artici~ants involved in short relationshi~s. 

Variables 

Impression of account 

Blame 

Damage 

Likelihood of infidelity 

Impressions of Rob 

Informational value of context 

Ability of context to excuse 

Ability of context to justirjl 

Need for more information to forgive 

Desire for caution 

Type of information desired 

Positive information desired 

Negative information desired 

Aggravating statement 1 

Aggravating statement 2 

Aggravating statement 3 

Aggravating statement 4 

Aggravating statement 5 

Extenuating statement 1 

Extenuating statement 2 

Extenuating statement 3 

Extenuating statement 4 

Extmuating statement 5 

Optimism Risk Context 

_to am 1 (PI 

-.SO (-62) 0.38 (-71) 02-46 (.02) 

-.41 (-69) -.67 (-51) 3.10 (.OM) 

.56 (.58) -00 (1.00) 1.71 (.lo) 

-.95 (-35) -1 -46 (. 16) 2.09 (.05) 

-.62 (.54) 0.96 (.35) 2.66 (.01) 

9.21 (.84) 24 (32) .48 (.63) 

.62 (-54) .89 (.38) -3 -06 (.005) 

0.35 (.73) 1.61(2 -1.68(.11) 

.40 (.69) -1.85 (-08) 1.77 (.09) 

0.46 (-65) -1.61 (-12) 1.44 (. 16) 

-1.49 (.IS) .71 (.49) .98 (.33) 

-1.34 (-19) -.79 (-44) 4.84 (.001) 

1.14 (.26) .99 (.33) -2.28 (.03) 

1.13 (.28) .24 (.82) 

-1.65 (.13) 1-71 (-12) 

0.68 (.51) .OS (.96) 

-1.53 (.61) .58 (.57) 

-2.44 (.04) 9.24 (32) 

.23 (.82) 2.89 (-01) 

0.91 (.38) 0.67 (.52) 

-1.72 (.11) 0.25 (.81) 

1.16 (.27) 0.82 (.43) 

1.17 (.27) -.04 (.96) 



Table B2 

Main effects of o~timism. risk. and context for ~articibants involved in long relationshi~s. 

Variables 

Impression of account 

Blame 

Damage 

Likelihood of infidelity 

Impressions of Rob 

Informational value of context 

Ability of context to excuse 

Ability of context to justify 

Need for more information to forgive 

Desire for caution 

Type of information desired 

Positive information desired 

Negative information desired 

Aggravating statement 1 

Aggravating statement 2 

Aggravating statement 3 

Aggravating statement 4 

Aggravating statement 5 

Extenuating statement 1 

Extenuating statement 2 

Extenuating statement 3 

Extenuating statement 4 

Extenuating statement 5 

Optimism Risk Context 

$0 1 0  $62) 

.07 (.95) 0.09 (-93) -65 (.52) 

0.76 (.46) -77 (-45) 1.74 (.lo) 

.Ol (.99) .63 (-53) -62 (.54) 

9.85 (.41) 0.04 (.97) 1.19 (.25) 

-2.29 (-03) 0.77 (.45) 2.62 (.02) 

-65 (.52) .80 (.43) -2.30 (.03) 

.06 (.96) e.25 (.8 1) - 1.14 (-27) 

.91 (.37) .03 (.98) -2.19 (.04) 

-.SO (.62) .60 (-55) .92 (.3 7) 

-2.00 (.06) 0.28 (.78) 1.22 (.23) 

-1.41 (-17) 1.71 (-10) 0.27 (.79) 

0.90 (.38) 1.26 (.22) .58 (.57) 

1.1 6 (.26) -1.41 (.I9 .72 (.48) 

-.24 (.81) 0.58 (.57) 

-.I1 (.91) -1.55 (.IS) 

1.73 (.12) 1.11 (.29) 

-1 -02 (.33) .40 (.70) 

1.23 (.25) .61 (.56) 

.19 (.85) -1 -21 (-25) 

.68 (.51) 0.26 (.080) 

0.26 (.80) -1.49 (.16) 

-.I3 (90) 0.67 (.52) 

0.72 (.48) .67 i.51) 



Table B3 

Interactions for ~artici~ants involved in short relationshi~s. 

R x C  O x C  RxO RxCxO 
- - 

Variables i(E) g@) 1 0  l@) 

Impression of account 

Blame 

Damage 

Likelihood of infidelity 

Impressions of Rob 

Informational value of wntext 

Ability of context to excuse 

Ability of context to justify 

Need for more information to forgive 

Desire for caution 

Type of information desired 

f ositive information desired 

Negative information desired 

Aggravating statement 1 -09 (.93) 

Aggravating statement 2 1.71 (.12) 

Aggravating statement 3 -. 16 (-88) 

Aggravating statement 4 -.77 (.46) 

Aggravating statement 5 -17 (.87) 

Extenuating statement 1 -1.23 (.24) 

Extenuating statement 2 9-95 (-37) 

Extenuating statement 3 1 -46 (- 17) 

Extenuating statement 4 .44 (-65) 

Extenuating statement 5 .73 (.48) 

Note: 'Ttx C' refers to the risk x context interaction,"O x C' refers to the optimism x 
wntext interaction, "R x 0" mfers to the risk x optimism interaction and 'a x C x 0" refers 
to the risk x context x optimism interaction. 



Table B4 
Interactions for nartici~ants involved in lone relationshi~s. 

R x C  O x C  R x O  R x C x O  

Variables 

Impression of account 

Blame 

Damage 

Likelihood of infidelity 

Impressions of Rob 

Informational value of context 

Ability of context to excuse 

Ability of context to justify 

Need for more information to forgive 

Desire for caution 

Type of idonnation desired 

Positive information desired 

Negative information desired 

Aggravating statement 1 

Aggravating statement 2 

Aggravating statement 3 

Aggravating statement 4 

Aggravating statement 5 

Extenuating statement 1 

Extenuating statement 2 -44 (-67) 

Extenuating statement 3 1.81 (-10) 

Extenuating statement 4 -.67 (.52) 

Extenuating statement 5 1.36 (-20) 

Note: "Rx C" refers to the risk x  context interaction, "0 x  C' refers to the optimism x  
context interaction, "R x 0" refers to the risk x  optimism interaction, and "R x C x 0" 
refers to the risk x  context x optimism interaction. 




